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The purposeofthis report is to assist data communi-
cation users to select the most appropriate form of
network products and services. It documents as
casehistories the experiences of sometypical users
of existing data communication products and ser-
vices, and drawsout the general lessons that might
help others who are about to establish their own
networks.
The report concentrates on data network products
and servicesthat are currently available in Western
Europe ♥ public data services(circuit-switched and
packet-switched), proprietary network architec-
tures provided by the leading computer suppliers,
and local area networks.
The report is concernednotonly with the technical
problemsto be faced but also with the management
and administrative difficulties encountered in estab-
lishing and running a data network.It is intended
primarily for those who haveresponsibility for plan-
ning, installing and operating data communication
networks.

The team that researched and authored this report
was:
♥John Daly: a consultant with Butler Cox

specialising in telecommunications and network
design. He has conducted surveys to establish
the market potential for communications pro-
ducts involving both users and manufacturers.

♥Fred Heys: a senior consultant with Butler Cox
specialising in new product and marketing
strategy studies. He has led a study of future
developments in office communication systems
and networks for British Telecom, and he has
worked on other projects concerned with data
communications and office automation.
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THE BUTLER COX FOUNDATION

BUTLER COX & PARTNERS
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government and industry. The company
offers a wide range of services both to suppliers and
users of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
is a service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.

OBJECTIVES OF THE FOUNDATION
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on be-
half of subscribing members the opportunities and
possible threats arising from developments in the
field of information systems.

New developments in technology offer exciting
opportunities ♥ and also pose certain threats ♥ for
all organisations, whetherin industry, commerce or
government. New typesof systems, combining com-
puters, telecommunications and automated office
equipment, are becoming notonly possible, but also
economically feasible.

As a result, any manager whois responsible for in-
troducing new systemsis confronted with the cru-
cial question of how best tofit these elements to-
gether in ways that are effective, practical and
economic.

While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverseis true of people ♥ andthis applies both to
the people who design systems and those who make
use of them. At the same time, human considera-
tions become even more important as people☂satti-
tudes towards their working environment change.
These developments raise new questions for the
manager of the information systems function as he
seeks to determine and achieve the best economic
mix from this technology.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE FOUNDATION
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations seek-
ing to exploit to the full the most recent develop-

mentsin information systems technology. An impor-
tant minority of the membership is formed by sup-
pliers of the technology. The membershipis interna-
tional with participants from the United Kingdom,
France, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, The
Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and the United States.

THE FOUNDATION RESEARCH PROGRAMME
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Each year
Butler Cox draws up a short-list of topics that reflects
the Foundation☂s view of the important issuesin in-
formation systems technology and its application.
Memberorganisations rank the topics according to
their own requirements and as a result of this pro-
cess a mixof topics is determined that the members
as a whole wish the researchto address.
Before each research project starts there is a
further opportunity for members to influence the
direction of the research. A detailed description of
the project defining its scope and the issuesto be ad-
dressedis sent to all members for comment.

THE REPORTSERIES
The Foundation publishessix reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarily by senior
and middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written in astyle that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and on offering advice and guidance on how
and whento addressthoseissues.

FOLLOW-UP TO THIS REPORT
The research team whoprepared this report would
welcomethe opportunity of discussing its findings
with small groups of members.If you wouldlike to
participate in such a discussion, please contact your
local Foundation address shown on the back cover
of this report, and let us know the points on which
you would like the researchers to expand. Wewill
then contact you to arrange a suitable date and
venue.
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The Foundation☂s veryfirst report, published in July
1977, was concerned with data networks. At that
time there waslittle real experience of using the pro-
prietary network systemsoffered by the computer
suppliers, and public data networks were at an
embryonic stage of development. The report there-
fore concentrated on the technology of data com-
munication. It did look forward, however, to the
opportunities that would be provided by the new data
communication services and products.
In the four-and-a-half years since Report No. 1 was
published, many of the products and services des-
cribed there have become commercially available.
Experimental public networks operated by the PTTs
have movedfrom trials to become full public ser-
vices, and proprietary network products, such as
IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA), are
now used by many organisations. The time is now
opportune to re-examine data networkingin the light
of users☂ experiences.
Foundation Report No. 1 concentrated on what was
then future technology. This report concentrates on
user experience of current products, and uses the
lessons of that experience to provide guidance to
organisations about selecting and managing data
networks. In addition to those products describedin
the earlier report, a wide variety of other productsis
now available in the marketplace. The most promi-
nent of these products are the local area networks
that are intendedfor use within a single site. Despite
their recent appearance, there is already some
experience of using them.

The purposeofthis report
The purposeofthis report is to assist data communi-
cation users to select the most appropriate form of
network products and services. It documents as
casehistories the experiences of sometypical users
of existing data communication products and ser-
vices, and draws out the general lessons that might
help others who are about to establish their own
networks.
The report is concerned not only with the technical
problemsto be faced but also with the management
and administrative difficulties encountered in estab-
lishing and running a data network.It is intended
primarily for those who have responsibility for
planning, installing and operating data communica-
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PREFACE

tion networks. The report also provides an insight
into the constraints imposed by current data
networks on other information processing systems.
It should therefore be of value to other data proces-
sing managers and analysts, and also to suppliers of
data network products and services.
The scopeofthe report
The report concentrates on data network products
and services that are currently available in Western
Europe, and in particular on:

♥Public data network services, both circuit-
switched and packet-switched.

♥Proprietary network architectures provided by
the leading computer suppliers.

♥Local area networks.
The report does not predict the nature of products
and servicesthat will becomeavailable in the future,
although comments on the mostlikely short-term
trends are included where appropriate. Nor doesit
provide a critique of individual suppliers☂ products.
Any comparisons that are made are between the
different approachesto data networking ♥ whether
to use public services or proprietary products, for
example.

The structure of the report
The frameworkfor the analyses of the users☂ experi-
encesis set in chapter 1, first by reviewing the need
for data communication, and how that need is
changing, and then by summarising the different
ways in which those needs may be met. Chapter 1
also outlines the current status of data network stand-
ardisation. Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 then consider parti-
cular kinds of network approachin turn:
♥ Public circuit-switching data networks.
♥Public packet-switching data networks.
♥Proprietary computer suppliers☂ network archi-

tectures.
♥Local area networks.
Eachof these chapters includesa brief description
of the salient features of the particular kind of ser-
vice or product, and also the comments made by
users about its problems and benefits.

 



PREFACE

The key issues faced by data network users, includ-
ing management and administrative issues, are
highlighted in chapter6. Finally, in chapter 7, our
conclusions on the key issues are presented as a set
of guidelines for data communication managers.

Muchofthe materialin the reportis, by necessity,ofa technical nature. Frequent mention is made ofCCITT recommendations, and

a

table of the recom-mendations that are most relevant to data networksis included as an appendix.
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The demand for data communicationfacilities con-
tinues to grow at an ever-increasing rate. This
growth isillustrated in figure 1 in terms of the num-
ber of data network termination points in Western
Europe, as predicted in the recent Eurodata fore-
cast. Also, the way in which many organisations are
using data communicationfacilities is changing. In-
stead of connecting a handful of terminals at onesite
to a single processor, organisations now need to
connect many terminals (which may be dispersed
over several sites) to any one of several computers,
which may or may not be at the samesite as theter-
minals. Because of this change in user needs,data
networks now haveto provide many accesspoints
and a switching function. They must also be easyto
extend as the numberof users grows.
Before recounting the results of our researchesinto
users☂ experienceswith the different data network
products and services, it is helpful to look at what
users are expecting from those products and ser-
vices. In this chapter, we begin by reviewing the
 

Figure 1 Forecast growth in data connectionsto public
networks
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CHAPTER 1

DATA COMMUNICATION TRENDS

changing -characteristics of data transmission
traffic. We then highlight the growing importanceof
data communications to many organisations by
showing that data communication costs are ac-
counting for an increasing proportion of the total
data processing budget. The next section identifies
the managementand control issues generated by
the increasing use of data communicationfacilities.
The chapter continues with an overview of the main
categories of data networks and services(the public
telephone network, network control systems, public
data networks, private wide-area networks and local
area networks). The final section of the chapter
outlines the main trends in the developmentof data
communication standards.
Muchof the material in this chapter will be familiar to
those readers who are responsible for data com-
munications planning and operation. The main
purpose of the chapteris to provide a basic under-
standing of data communications for those who are
not familiar with the subject. We suggestthat those
whoalready are familiar with the subject should omit
this chapter and turn to the following chapters,
which deal with products and servicesin detail.

DATA TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS
The traffic to be transmitted by data networksis not
only growing in volume, it is also changingits nature.
This change is a consequence of changesin the
applications that need to be cateredfor.
The first data communication applications were pre-
dominantly for remote job entry and for accessing
timeshared computers. (Airline reservation systems
were a specialised exception.) During the last ten
years the price of terminal equipment hasfallen,
and, as a result, the emphasis has shifted towards
transaction applications. More recently, the trend
has beento transfer the processing power from a
central mainframe computer to several distributed
minicomputersandintelligent terminals. Eachdistri-
buted device may perform separate functions, butit
requires access both to commondatafiles and to
the processing performedbythe other devices.
These trends have several implications for data net-
works. The main implications are a changein the
profile of data calls, and an emerging demand for
multifunction terminals.
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Data calls
Remote batch traffic consisted largely of lengthy
calls during which large volumesof data were trans-
ferred to a single destination (or, at the most, toa
very few destinations). During a call, the communi-
cation traffic was mainly in one direction. High trans-
mission speeds andlow error rates were desirable
but not crucial, and the speedof call set-up times
was not important. Because there was no real
switching requirement, lines could be leased from
the PTTs to give better quality transmission than
could be achieved over the public switched tele-
phonenetwork.
Timesharing application calls had a different profile.
Lowervolumesof data had to be transmitted during
a call, but communication was two-way ♥ a dia-
logue rather than a monologue.Call durations were
shorter than remote batch calls, but tended to be
longer than telephone calls. This characteristic
could lead to capacity problemsif the PABX were to
be used for such datatraffic. Transmission rates of
no more than a few thousand bits per second were
adequate for timesharing applications. In addition,
call set-up times ideally needed to be faster than for
remote batch calls, but they were not significant
compared with the normal call duration. Also, as
timesharing service bureaux and on-line databases
became more prevalent, there was an increasing
needfor switching in thelink to the terminals.

In transaction applications, the calls are shorter
thanin timesharing. Only a few bits of datamay need
to be transmitted during a call and, as a conse-
quence,short call set-up times have become more
important. In addition, calls from any one terminal
may be relatively infrequent, and transaction
applications that do not require the frequent use of
individual terminals have been encouraged as
cheaperterminals have becomeavailable. The cost
of dedicated leasedlines rules out their use for such
applications, even though theterminals may need to
communicatewith only one computer.Inanincreas-
ing number of transaction applications, however,
any one terminal may need to access several
computers. For example, a credit card terminal ina
shop may need to communicate with several dif-
ferent banks☂ computers.

Distributed processing places yet further demands
on the data network. File transfers, or downloading
programs into a local processor from a remote
machine, require high-speed and error-free trans-
mission, with fast call set-up times and clear-down
times. Transfers such as these arelikely to be made
from a database shared by manyusers. The data-
basewill be used moreefficiently if the communica-
tion channels can match the data transfer rates of
the storage medium. Distributed processing implies

also that there will be many communication paths,
andthat the pathswill form a complex pattern rather
than a simple star or a sparse mesh. Fast switching
of calls therefore becomes a much more important
feature of the data network.

The additional processing powerthat is now being
built into distributed terminals will be used to make
several data calls simultaneously. For example, a
terminal may call for data from more than onefile
and then passthe results of its processing to yet
another destination. Certain applicationswill call for
very high peak-transfer rates compared with the
average rate, but these high rates will be required
only for short periods. Peak rates of between 50k
bit/s and 500kbit/s (or even higher) may be required.

Communicationin distributed processing networks
tends also to be between peersrather than between
master and slave. Neither of the communicating
parties is obviously in control of the dialogue, and
calls may be initiated by either of the parties rather
than mainly by one of them. Thus, error checking
procedures are needed at both ends of the com-
munication path rather than being concentrated in
central processorsthat control the communication.
Alternatively, the network itself has to provide its
own error checking and correction, and has to
guarantee very low errorrates in the data transmit-
ted.

Multifunction terminals
From auser☂s pointof view,it is obviously attractive
to have oneterminalthat can fulfil several functions,
rather than having a separate terminal for each
function. Itis also attractive from an economic point
of view to have one multifunction terminal. Such a
terminal might be used to access several data pro-
cessing applications, orto retrieve information from
public databases, or to enter and amendtext ina
word processing system, or to display a facsimile
image. The main implication for the data networkis
once again a muchgreater need for fast and auto-
matic switching oftraffic.

There are, however, other implications. Terminals
need to connectto a variety of devices, and to de-
vices supplied by different vendors. This need
implies common standards,not only for data trans-
mission but also for text and image transmission.
Networks need to be ☁open☂ rather than ☁closed☂ so
that they can be usedto interconnectdifferent types
of equipment. The need for open networks explains
the effort being devoted both by the CCITT and by
ISO to defining a model for open systems intercon-
nection. The last section of this chapter (which
begins on page 7) reports the progress that has
been madetoward this end. Another implication of
multifunction terminals is the increasing need for
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local area data networksto distribute information
within a site as well for wide-area networksto distri-
bute information between sites.

THE IMPORTANCEOFDATA
COMMUNICATIONS
The growing use of data communication facilities
meansthat a higher proportion of data processing
budgets will be accounted for by communications.
Weasked several organisations about the extent of
their data communication activities and about
trendsin their expenditure. The results, as shownin
figure 2, indicate that most companies are now
spending as much as 5 per cent or 10 per cent of
their data processing budgets on communications.
As aconsequence, companies are now more aware
of the benefits to be gained from searching both for
cheaper networks and for more efficient ways of
using their existing networks. Cost is now a most
important criterion when companies choose
between alternative network products and services.
 

Figure 2 Relative expenditure on data communications
and data processing in a sample of Foundation
members
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The companies wetalked to are also becoming more
conscious of their dependence on their data net-
work for routine business operations. This depen-
dence, together with the increasing complexity of
networks, puts increasing pressure on suppliers to
improve the reliability and maintainability of their
equipment. Hence, fault-finding aids and monitoring
aids have assumedgreater importance.
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Data networks are a rapidly developing area of tech-
nology, and expertise to control and managethe net-
worksis in short supply. Ideally, therefore, networks
should be capable of operation by people who do not
possessspecialised skills. Networks should be user
friendly not only to the end users but also to the
operators. This requirement will increase the net-
work complexity and cost ♥ and also the problems
faced by the vendors, who are themselvessuffering
from a lack of expertise to design and develop these
more sophisticated products.

MANAGEMENTAND CONTROLOFDATA
COMMUNICATIONS
As data networks increase their penetration within
an organisation, they create management and con-
trol problemsof their own. The networks are becom-
ing more of a sharedfacility rather than a servicefor
specific applications. Consequently, the policy
issues to be resolved are similar to those for other
company services, such as those for data process-
ing or for the internal telephone network. These
policy issues include:
♥The wayin which data networks should bejusti-

fied, and how they should be budgeted for and
paid for.

♥Whether the network and its attached devices
should be controlled centrally.

♥The way in which a sensible strategy can be
evolved so that individual sites can decide on
their own systems while retaining the ability to
communicate with each other.

♥Thefunctional area that should be responsible for
data communications. The two choices are the
data processing function or a separate communi-
cations function that is responsible for all tele-
communicationfacilities.

As part of the research for this report we asked
organisations for their views on thesepolicy issues.
Before we set out our findings in chapters 6 and 7 as
they affect the management and control of net-
works, wefirst concentrate in chapters 2, 3,4.and5
on user experience with the hardware and the soft-
wareof different network technologies.

DATA NETWORKPRODUCTSAND SERVICES
In the late 1960s and early 1970s data communica-
tion users were constrained by the products that
were available but, over the last 15 years or so,
equipment suppliers and the PTTs have struggled to
keep up with the changing demand from the market-
place described in the previous section of this
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chapter. Today, though, there are, at last, some
productsthat are leading the market demand.

Initially, data communication offerings were based
on the public telephone network, either by dialling-
up or by using dedicated leased lines which could be
configured as a private (un-switched) network. The
next developmentin private networks wasthe provi-
sion of network control systems. Later, the PTTs setabout broadening the market for data communica-
tion services by developing public data switching
networks. The technology used by these public net-works is now also being used by some ofthe larger
organisations in building their own private dataswitching networks. All of these data communica-
tion offerings concentrate on communication be-tween sites, rather than within a site. More recently,
there has been a greater emphasis on the tech-nologyof local area networksthat canbeusedto dis-tribute information within a site. We now provide anoverview of the development and the technology ofeach of these five types of data communication
offerings.

Use of the public telephone network
Overthe years, data transmission speedsavailable
on the public telephone network have increased asmodem technology has advanced, and today thereare several CCITT recommendations covering awide range of modem speeds.

In general, the higher speeds have been availablefor transmissions using leasedlines. A leasedlinededicated to transmission between twofixed pointsin the network can be configured to provide higherbandwidth and better transmission characteristicsthan can be guaranteed over any path that may beselected by the switched network as anindividualcallis set up. As an example of the data servicesthatcan be provided over telephoneline connections,figure 3 shows the Datel services available in theUnited Kingdom.
In most European countries, the PTT has beenresponsible for providing both the modemsand theline to the user's site. Where the PTT has not been
 Figure 3 British Telecom☂sDatelservices

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
Service name Modem type Launch date Comments

Datel 200 2A 1967 CCITT V24 (1964) discrete componentsDatel 200 13 September 1975 Limitedfacilities (4 interchange circuits). Fixedchannels call-only modemDatel 200 21 September 1980 Improved rack density
Datel 600 1A March 1965 =
Datel 600 20 Summer 1975 Improved rack density (two per shelf)
Datel 1200 27A October 1980 iDuplex service 27B October 1981 Eponten miedeis ceve23
Datel 2400 TA December1968 Integrated circuit technology7B May 1971 Improved speech performance
Datel 2400 7 September 1972 Fixed equaliserto give 2,400 bit/s over PSTNDial up

Datel 2412 i: May 1977 CCITT V26 and V26bis
12MK II September 1979 Unattendedswitching to standby

Datel 4832 24A May 1978 Proprietary modem (RacalMilgo MPS48)
Datel 4800 11 January 1980 =
Datel 48k 8&9 July 1970 =
Datel 9600 30A/30B April 1981 Based on RacalMilgo 9629 modem   (Source: British Telecom)
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able to provide its own modems to meet the high
transmission speeds required by someusers,it has
allowed proprietary modemsto be used onits leased
lines. This has sometimes been a temporary
measure until the PTT could develop or acquire its
own higher speed modems. The degree to which
each PTT has enforced its monopoly to supply
modemshas varied from country to country.
The user☂s choice between leased lines or the
switched telephone network was dependenton two
main factors:
♥The expectedutilisation of the data link, because

the tariff for a leased line is independentofline
usage.

♥Whetheror not the data terminal(or other device)
was required to connect to several different
computersat different locations.

Thefirst factor can be resolved simply by comparing
costs. The higherthe utilisation, the morelikely that
the rental of a dedicated line will be less than the
usage costs incurred by switched telephone net-
work connections. Where a terminal accesses only
a single computer there is no need for the switching
facility provided by the telephone network but, even
so, the higher cost of a leased line could prove
prohibitive.
lf users required a switching facility, there waslittle
choice other than to use the public telephone net-
work. The only alternative was to switch the terminal
manually between several leased-line terminations.
Some specialised applications, however, made use
of the digital switched telex network. This network
offered only very low-speed transmission rates (50
bit/s to 100 bit/s), but it did provide international
connections.
In order more easily to justify the use of expensive
leased lines, multiplexors have been developed so
that the transmission capacity of a single line canbe
shared between several communication channels.
As with modems, the transmission speeds of multi-
plexors have increased and they have become more
sophisticated. Early multiplexors shared the capa-
city of the line by dividing the available capacity into
fixed channels. For example, a 4,800bit/s line could
be used for four 1,200 bit/s data channels. More
recently, statistical multiplexors have appeared
which sharethe line capacity dynamically according
to the actual data traffic on each channelat a given
time. In the example just quoted, it is most unlikely
that all four channels would be transmitting data at
the same time. Other data could be inserted into the
transmission gaps, so that more than four1,200 bit/s
channels could share the 4,800 bit/sline.
In addition to the increase in their transmission

The Butler Cox Foundation
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speeds, modems and multiplexors have become
moreflexible (and hence more complex). Monitoring
and diagnostic facilities have been incorporated
within them to assist in fault diagnosis and correc-
tion. Remote control facilities have also been incor-
porated so that networks canbe reconfigured froma
central point if faults occur or if the requirements
change. This facility has become increasingly
important as data networks have evolved from
simple star formations to more complex mesh net-
works with multiple routes between the nodes.

Network control systems
Despite the monitoring and remote controlfacilities
that were built into modems and multiplexors, the
tasks of locating faults and reconfiguring the net-
work werestill manual operations and a high levelof
technicalskill was required by operational staff. The
next stage in private network development was to
provide centrally located equipment to assist the
network operators. These network control systems,
as they are called, are now available from several
suppliers. Note that this equipmentis a tool for the
operations staff rather than for the end user. Net-
work control systems do not allow a user to switch
his terminal betweendifferent processors.
The views of some of the organisations weinter-
viewed on the advantages and disadvantages of
using network control systemsare included in chap-
ter 40n page 26.
Public data switching networks
The analogue circuits in the public telephone net-
works suffer from several disadvantages as far as
datatraffic is concerned:
♥Theyhavelimited bandwidth and hence provide

limited data transmission speeds.
♥Theyare variable in quality, and subject to noise

that increases the incidence of transmission
errors.

♥Thetime taken to establish a dialled connectionis
long compared with the time required to transmit
short data transactions.

These disadvantages can be overcomebyinstalling
a networkthat is devoted to data traffic. Most Euro-
pean PTTs have established (or plan to establish)
such networks as a public service. The majority of
the European public data networksare(orwill be)
based on packet-switching technology, but a few
PTTs have opted for circuit-switching networks.
Circuit-switching data networks use techniques
similar to those used in telephone networks,but they
provide muchfaster route selection. Chapters 2 and
3 respectively discuss the technology and the user
experience of both types of public data network.
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Private data switching networks
Instead of using the public data networksfor switch-
ing traffic between sites, an organisation can now
choose from a variety of products that enableit to
install its own private data switching system. These
products may be groupedinto the two broad cate-
gories of computer suppliers☂ network architec-
tures, and data switches. These categories are
reviewedbelow, andare considered in more detail in
chapter4.
Computersuppliers☂ network architectures
Initially, the major computer suppliers providedsoft-
ware and communications control equipmentthat
facilitated the connection of terminal devices to a
particular processor. Theseinitial products were de-
signed to perform the routine functions required by
all applications involving data communications. As
time has progressed, the products have been en-
hanced to allow much moreflexibility in the intercon-
nection of terminals and processors.
For example, a single terminal may be used to
access several different application programs,
which could be running on different computers.
Equipment now exists to connect the terminal auto-
matically to the appropriate computer. The user
doesnot need to be aware of the computer on which
the program is available, and need not be concerned
with the links that are used to connecthis terminal.
Powerful products such as these have normally
been specified within an overall network architec-
ture. In effect, the network architecture is a data
communications standard for the particular sup-
plier. A main aim of the network architecture is to
ensurethat all future communication products from
that supplier will be compatible with each other. The
best-known example of a network architecture is
IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA).
Data switches
A second option for an organisation that wishes to
build a private data networkis to buy a smaller ver-
sion of the switches used in the public data net-
works. (This option is analogousto the useof private
automatic exchangesfor telephonetraffic.) As in the
public data networks,there are two possible switch-
ing technologies that can be used ♥ packet switch-
ing and circuit switching. Examplesof products that
use each of these technologies are available in the
marketplace. The suppliers of these products tend
not to be the major computer suppliers, and their
products will support computers and terminals from
a variety of manufacturers.
Although we have described public and private data
switching networks as twodistinct approaches to
satisfying the same user needs,in practice there is
not such a clear-cutdistinction between them. For
some applications, terminals may need to be con-

nected to processors whichare notincluded withina
private network but which are connectedto a public
data network. Similarly, terminals connected to
public networks may on occasion need to access
processorswithin a private network. Interfaceswill
therefore be required between public and private
networks, and both public andprivate links may be
used within an organisation. A typical exampleis the
use of the public networkas fall-back whena pri-
vate network communication linkfails.
Localarea networks
Most data communication applications to date have
involved communications between two (or more)
sites rather than within a single site. This is reflected
in the products referred to earlier in this section,
which are intended mainly for wide-area networks
(although they may be usedalso within a largesite).
In the past, terminals and computers located close
to each other would normally have been hard-wired
together ♥ an adequate arrangementfor terminals
that were devotedto particular applications. Within
a single site, intermittent users (or the few whodid
require access to several different systems) could
be catered for either by using modems and the
internal telephone network, or by using dedicated
lines connected manually as required. But the
internal telephone system is likely to have disad-
vantages for data transmission similar to those of
the public telephone network, and both typesof net-
work have obvious disadvantages once the number
of users requiring switched data calls increases
beyond a certain level.
Recently, two separate developments have
emerged that are aimed at providing a better solu-
tion to the problemsof intra-site data communica-
tion:
♥The addition to private telephone exchangesof

special facilities to cater for data traffic from ex-
tensions that have terminals connected to them.

♥Theuseof aninternal digital network devoted to
datatraffic. Such networks are now commonlyre-
ferred to as local area networks.

The use of a PABX for data transmission has been
described and referred to in previous Foundation
reports. Report No. 9 (The Selection of a Compute-
rised PABX), Report No. 21 (Corporate Communica-
tion Networks) and Report No. 26 (Trends in Voice
Communication Systems) all addressed this issue,
and so we havenotincluded any detailed considera-
tion of it in this report. Instead, we have concen-
trated our attention on local area networks, which
are described and reviewed in chapter5.

The distinction made above betweenprivate tele-
phone exchangesand local area networksis reflec-
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ted in the products that are currently available, but
this distinction may becomelessclearin the future.
It is possible to transmit digitised speech on a local
area network, for example, and at least one supplier
(Hasler) has a local area network product that com-
bines speech and data transmission. Thusit is con-
ceivable that, in the future, PABX facilities and local
area networkfacilities could both be provided ona
single internal network. We do not expect suchinte-
grated local area networks to be widely used for
several years, and in this report we have confined
our discussion of local area networkstotheir use for
data communication.

DATA COMMUNICATION STANDARDS
Earlier inthis chapter (on page 2) we referredtothe in-
creasing interest in open systems interconnection.
The aim of open systemsinterconnectionis to provide
a communication environment in which computing
equipment, terminals and systems can befreely con-
nected together, irrespective of the type of equip-
mentor the supplier. Foundation Report No. 21 des-
cribed the International Standards Organisation☂s
seven-level reference modelfor open systemsinter-
connection. This reference modelis intended to pro-
vide a structure for the various standards required for
open systemsinterconnection.
Foundation Report No. 21 also contained a discus-
sion of the more importantindividual standards al-
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ready recommended by the CCITT. Readers are re-
ferred to that report for an explanation of the more
important CCITT recommendationsthat apply to the
lowestthree layers of the ISO reference model. (See
also the appendix to this report.)

Progress in agreeing standardsforthe higher levels
of the reference model has been slow and, as a
result, the various suppliers of data network
products have implemented their own versions of
the standards rather than wait for common stan-
dardsto be agreed. It is important to rememberalso
that CCITT recommendations do not always define
unique standards, and so the adherence of any
product to a particular recommendation does not
guaranteethatit will be completely compatible with
other products that adhere to the same recommen-
dation.
The specification of the CCITT X.25 Recommenda-
tion has, however, encouraged the adoption of a
commonstandard for the lowest protocol levels of a
packet-switching network. Even powerful suppliers,
such as IBM, have beenforced by market pressure
to adapt their existing network products to be able at
least to communicate with networks using the X.25
protocol.
Similar standards for local area networksarestill in
the course of preparation. Unfortunately,there is, as
yet, noclear sign of any early agreement ona unique
standard.



CHAPTER 2

PUBLIC CIRCUIT-SWITCHING DATA NETWORKS

In chapter 1 we identified the two techniquesthat
can be used to provide the switching function in
public data networksas circuit switching and packet
switching. This chapter is concerned with public
data networks that use the former technique. The
first section of the chapter describesthe basic facili-
ties provided by the public circuit-switching net-
worksin Europe. It is followed by a casehistory of a
userof the Nordic public data network, and the chap-
ter concludes by reporting some general comments
madeby other usersof public circuit-switching data
networks.

EUROPEANCIRCUIT-SWITCHING DATA
NETWORKS
The three most distinctive features of any public
circuit-switching data network are:
♥Oneterminal can call automatically any other ter-

minal connected to the network. The time to set
up the connectionis of the order of one second or
less.

♥Once a call has been established a circuit is con-
tinuously available for the transfer of data be-tween the two terminals until the call is cleared
downbyeither terminal.

♥ Data calls are charged for on acall duration anddistance basis, in much the same waythat tele-
phonecalls are chargedfor.

The networkis operated by the local PTT, and termi-nals are connectedto the network through data cir-cuit equipment (known as DCEs)that areinstalled onthe user's premises by the PTT. The most commoninterfaces betweenthe terminal and the DCE are de-fined by CCITT Recommendations X.21 andX.21bis.Nodesin the network are known as data exchanges,and DCEsare usually connected toa data exchangevia concentrators in the network.

Availability of circuit-switching data networks
The first two operational public Circuit-switchingdata networks in Europe were the Caducée networkin France and the Bundespost☂s Datex-L network inWest Germany. Caducéeis already a well-estab-lished network, with about 2,000 subscribers con-nected at the end of 1981. Datex-L was openedexperimentally in 1978 and became a commercial

service in 1979. At the beginning of 1982 there were
5,000 user connections to the Datex-L network.
The Nordic public data network became a commer-
cial service in September 1981, again after more
than a year of experimental use. This network is
available in Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark
and, at the beginning of 1982, it contained nearly
1,000 DCEs.The majorityof theinitial 31 Swedish or-
ganisations to use the network were terminal sup-
pliers, but genuine users now include banks, travel
agents, computer bureaux, petrol companies andan
airline. Televerket (the Swedish PTT) has ordered
4,500 DCEsfrom L. M. Ericssonforthe first phaseof
the implementation of the network, but technical
problems have apparently led to delays in their
Gelivery. A further 15,000 DCEsare also on order,
and the PTTs expect to haveinstalled 25,000 DCEsby 1986.
The network has 25 concentrators and one data ex-change(in Stockholm), and further exchangeswill
be openedin 1982 (in Gothenburg) and in 1983(in
Malm6). By 1985, if the PTTs☂ expectations for sub-
scribersarefulfilled, there should be 125 concentra-
tors in the network.

Other countries who offer, or plan to offer, circuit-switching data networks are Austria, Italy and Swit-zerland.

Facilities provided bypublic circuit-switching
data networks
Public circuit-switching data networks provide a
wide rangeoffacilities, of which the five most impor-
tant are:

1. Range of transmission rates
Both synchronous and asynchronous devices may
be connected to the DCEs,and bothtypes of devices
may transmit at a range of rates. For example, the
Bundespost☂s Datex-L network permits synchro-
nous terminals to transmit at rates of 2,400 bit/s,
4,800 bit/s and 9,600bit/s, and asynchronoustermi-
nals to transmit at rates of 50 to 200 bit/s, and 300
bit/s. Even higher transmission rates may be avail-
able in the future. The Swedish PTT is considering
offering 48k bit/s DCEs that would be used to
connect subscribers☂ multiplexors to the public net-
work.
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2. Closed user groups
To provide added security to the data transmitted,
certain subscriber numbers may be defined as
belonging to a closed user group. Calls to a number
inthe group may then be madeonly from other mem-
bers of the same group.
3. Call distribution
Several DCEs may be allocated to the same subscri-
ber numberso that calls received may be shared be-
tween the DCEs. This facility is useful where, for ex-
ample, a computeris likely to receive severalcalls
simultaneously. The network mayalso provide a call
queuing facility for calls that are directed to a DCE
that is already busy.
4. Call back
Atransaction received overthe public network may,
for some applications, initiate a process in a central
computer that may take some time to complete.
Rather than keep the connection open during this
process, the calling terminal terminatesthe call. The
called processoris programmedto call the terminal
back whenthe processing is complete.

5. Testfacility
The DCEs may incorporate a test facility that
enables network subscribers to check both the
operation of the DCE and thelink to the network.This
facility was being used successfully by the non-tech-
nical staff of one of the Nordic public data network
users that we interviewed.

PUBLIC CIRCUIT-SWITCHING DATA NETWORKS

Those PTTs whooffer public circuit-switching data
networks recognise the need bothfor technical sup-
port to new users and for the maintenanceofthe net-
workso that it provides a high levelof availability.
For example, large potential users can expect to
have aPTT technician assigned to them at no charge
to help them design and implementtheir data net-
work applications. The user may haveto payforthis
service, however,if it extends beyond an agreed
time.
In the future, the Swedish PTT will encourage poten-
tial users of the Nordic public data network to ap-
proachit for free consultancy advice, but is planning
to charge for this service after about eight hours☂
assistance has been given. It also plans to respond
to faults at the user☂s premises within four to six
hours, and to return the DCE connection to service
within 24 hoursfor at least 98 per centof the faults.
Tariffs for circuit-switching data networks
The charges for using public circuit-switching data
networks normally consist of three elements:
♥Aninitial connection charge.
♥A monthly rental chargefor the line terminating

equipment.
♥A usage charge based on the connection time.

Thetariff is a function of the distance between the
communicating devices.
 

Figure 4 Examplesofpublic circuit-switching data networktariffs (in dollars)

 

 

 

Network name
Costitem

Caducée Datex-L Nordic PDN

Initial connection 288 92 (200 or 300 bit/s) 282 (600bit/s)
182 (2,400 to 9,600 bit/s) 940 (9,600 bit/s)

Basic monthly 90 to 3001 46 (300 bit/s)$ 46 (600 bit/s)>
subscription per 170 (9,600 bit/s) 94 (9,600bit/s)
connection

Call set-up ♥ 0.02 0.0004(600 bit/s)0.008 (9,600 bit/s)
Call charge 0.04 (up to 50km)? 0.18 to 1.104 0.01 to 0.344

(per minute) 0.26 (over 300km)      
Notes: All tariffs have been converted to dollars at the following exchangerates:

♥♥GRRH 257550)
♥ DM = 2.1875
="SKre="5.325
1 Tariff depends on distance to nearest Caducée connectionpoint and typeofline, but is independentof transmission speed.
2. Tariff depends on distance betweenpoints connected, butis independentof transmission speed.
3. Tariffs shown arefor X.21 (or X.20) connections. Higher charges are madefor other connections.
4. Tariffs depend on distance and transmission speed.
5. Tariffs shown are for X.21 connections. Higher charges are madefor X.21 bis connections.

(Source: Eurodata Foundation Yearbook, October 1981)
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In addition, a call set-up charge may also be made.
Eachof these elements will have different charging
rates for different transmission speeds; some
typical charges are showninfigure 4.

EXPERIENCEWITH THE NORDIC PUBLIC
DATA NETWORK
In this section we report as a casehistory the experi-
ence of a Swedish bank using the Nordic public data
network. The bank usesthe networkto link cash dis-
penserswith its own computer system. The compu-
ter system in turn communicates with the compu-
ters inthe 13 different banks with which the cashdis-
penserusers have accounts.
Data communication application
Bank-card holders can use any one of between 300
and 400 microprocessor-controlled cash dispen-
sers. To withdraw cash,a user enters his bank card
and his own personal identification numberinto the
dispenser. The microprocessor calls the bank☂s
computervia the Nordic public data network, which
in turn calls the computerat the bank with which the
user has his account. If the transaction is autho-
rised, the cash required is then dispensed from the
terminal and the user☂s accountis debited.
Each transaction is completed in less than 30
seconds, and there are between two and three
million transactions per month. This number
represents an average of 300 transactions perdis-
penserperday, but there are significant peaksin thetraffic. For example, most transactions tend tooccur during the lunch period or late afternoon
period during the week, and during the late morning
period on Saturdays. On Sundaysthereis virtually notraffic.

Choice of data network
There wasno public packet-switching networkavail-able in Sweden whenthe decision was made, andthe only possible methodsof linking the cash dis-pensersto the central computer were:
♥To use leased analogue lines.
♥Tousethe public telephone network.
♥To.usethe Nordic public data network.
The bank chose to use the public data network
becausethe characteristics of the communicationapplication matched thefacilities provided by the
network.In particular, the application required:
♥Short transactions, with only a few characters

transmittedin either direction.
♥Fastcall set-up times.
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♥Minimal data transmission errors.
♥Lowaverageutilisation of any one terminal.

The low volume of traffic meant that the cost of
leased lines to each terminal could notbe justified,
and the other characteristics favouredthe useof the
Nordic public data network.

Implementation of the system
The task of linking the cash dispensers and the
central computerto the Nordic public data network
wassubcontractedto the suppliers of the computer
and the terminals. The two suppliers worked with
each other and with Televerket to install and
commission the data communication system. The
bank also employeda firm of technical consultants
to resolve any technical problems andto liaise with
the PTT and the two equipmentsuppliers.
The bank started to use the Nordic public data net-
work during the network☂s experimental phase in
1980. It now has nearly 18 months☂ experience of
using the network, even though the network only
began commercial service in September 1981. The
network uses the X.21 protocol and the bank uses
the High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) formatfor
all data transfers.
For security and privacy, the bank has chosento use
data encryption techniques rather than the closed
user group facility provided within the public net-
workservice. Banks, of course, are particularly con-
cernedto prevent unauthorised accessto accounts,
and to prevent possibly fraudulent transactions
being entered.

Problemsencounteredin using the public
network
The data communication system took longer than
expectedto install due to unforeseen problemsin
using the Nordic public data network. These
problems were caused largely by the pioneering
nature of the application. In addition to the early
stage of development of the public networkitself,
the bank☂s terminals and central computer were
also new, andall the suppliers involved (including
the PTT) lacked experience of X.21 protocols and
equipment. This inexperience led to the familiar
situation in mixed supplier systems of each supplier
disclaiming responsibility for faults. This situation
was compounded because the PTT-supplied mo-
dems wereof a new design and they also hadtheir
share of developmentproblems.
The bankbelieves that these problems would not be
typical of those that future users of the public data
network may expect. The PTT, the equipment
suppliers and the consultantsall gained a great deal
of basic experience in implementing their parts of
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the system. The bank would recommendthatfuture
users subcontract system implementation to the
suppliers in the same waythatit did.

The bank's experience of using the Nordic public
data network has highlighted one general point of
system design. All parts of the communication
system must be informedof any failures elsewhere
in the network, and they must then be able to
respond appropriately. For example, if there is a
public network fault between a terminal and the
computer then the terminal should be isolated until
the fault is cleared. The bank also had problems
arising from the system not recognising that a termi-
nal had failed to respond to a request.
Another commenton the Nordic public data network
by the bank wasthat the PTT would not yet guaran-
tee the required levels of maintenanceservice. This
could be a problem to users who were depending on
a high level of system availability.
Future plans
The bankis satisfied with the basic services offered,
or planned, by the PTT on the public data network.
For example, the facility to bill a called number
rather than the caller will be useful to the bank, be-
cause a call from a cash dispenser should be
charged to the bank being called rather than to the
dispenser.

OTHER EXPERIENCEWITH CIRCUIT-
SWITCHING DATA NETWORKS
In addition to the Swedish bank, we interviewed
other users both of the Nordic public data network
and of the Datex-L network in West Germany. These
interviews confirmed the advantages of using cir-
cuit-switching public data networksfor applications
with characteristics similar to those just described.
Circuit-switching networks are mostsuitable for ap-
plications that generate short data messages froma
large numberof terminals used by the generalpublic
(for example, point-of-sale terminals). Using a cir-
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cuit-switching network for such applications avoids
the overheads of the extra data that needs to be
transmitted when packet-switching networks are
used. Our interviews also confirmed that the use of a
public circuit-switching data network becomes
attractive when thetotaltraffic from any one termi-
nal does notjustify the cost of a dedicated leased-
line connection. Another important considerationis
that the automatic and fast call set-up and clear-
downfor each call does not discourage the public
from using the terminals.

Implementation problems arose mainly from the
novelty of the network design and from the lack of
experience of both the PTT and suppliers when the
networkswerefirst introduced. There has also been
a shortage of terminal equipment able to match the
X.21 protocols used for connecting to the network.
Suitable test equipment also has been in short
supply. But these problems are transitory ones.
Once the teething troubles are cured, users have
found that the networks provide a good service.
Also, more equipment designed to X.21 standards
will become available as the population of cir-
cuit-switching network users in Europe grows.
Users should now be able to order DCEsfrom their
PTT for installation and commissioning within one or
two monthsof the order being placed.

As yet, problems do not appearto have occurred as
a result of any overloading of the data network
exchanges,despite the fact that the numberof users
is now increasing quite rapidly. The existing
exchanges, however, have only alimited capacity to
establish call connections. For example, the
exchanges used in the Datex-L network currently
can handle a maximum of 50 call requests per
second.

One disadvantage of public circuit-switching data
networks, at least in the short term, is the limited
scope they provide for international connections.
This limitation is not due to any technical reason ♥ it
occurs simply because circuit-switching networks
have been implemented in only a few countries.
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CHAPTER 3

PUBLIC PACKET-SWITCHING DATA NETWORKS

In this chapter we review the experience with public
data networks using packet-switching techniques.
The structure of the chapter mirrors that of the pre-
vious chapter. Thus it begins with a review of the
basic features and facilities provided by a public
packet-switching network. It then presents a case
history of a userof the Transpac networkin France,
and it concludes with a review of other users☂
experiences of public packet-switching networks.

EUROPEAN PACKET-SWITCHING DATA
NETWORKS
The techniques of packet switching are now well
established. Experimental packet-switching net-
works were established in the early 1970s, particu-
larly in the United States wheretheir technical via-
bility was clearly demonstrated. Their commercial
viability is taking longer to demonstrate, but public
networks such as Tymnet and Telenetin the United
States and several commercial networks in Europe
have been operational now for several years.
The key feature of packet switchingis that the data
to be transmitted is assembled into a series of
packets, which are normally of fixed length ♥ say
128 bytes. Each packetis transmitted independently
of others, so that the packets forming a single mes-
sage or transaction can take different routes
through the network. Data defining the destinationis
added as a headerto the information content of
each packet. Using packet-switching technology,
there is no need for the networkto dedicate

a

circuit
to a particular call. Each link in the network can
therefore carry data from manydifferent calls by
interleaving packets along the link. Furthermore,
data in transit may be re-routed should one particu-
lar link fail.
The prime benefit from packet-switching technologyis an economic one. Eachcall is charged onlyforits
share of the usage of eachlink, rather than for all thelinks and for the total duration of the call. But thiseconomic benefit is dependent on the pattern of
calls being such that the transmission paths can be
shared effectively between several simultaneouscalls. For the network user, the economic benefit of
packet switching is that the network providerchargesfor calls on the basisof the volumeoftraffic
rather than on the basis of the distance over which
the data is transmitted.
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Onthe other hand, packet-switching networks have
several disadvantages compared with circuit-
switching networks:

♥The extra data added to each packet( to denote
destination and sequence,for example) imposes
an overhead onthe volumeof datato be transmit-
ted. This is particularly important for short data
messageswherethe length of data is less than
the normal packetlength.

♥Thedata has to be assembled and disassembled
into and from packetsas it enters and leaves the
network. These processes impose an added com-
plication for terminal equipment and systems.
Terminals not designed for packet operation re-
quire an interface known as a packet assem-
bler/disassembler (PAD). A PAD may be provided
either by the PTT as part of the networkor by the
useras a privately supplied item.

♥Theuseofdifferent routes and the sharing ofline
capacity meansthattherewill be a variable delay
in the transmission of packets across the net-
work. The delay will depend on the number of
switching nodesthrough which the packets pass.

Users may connect to a packet-switching network in
a variety of ways. They may, for example, use dedi-
cated analogue leased lines and modemsto con-
nectto their nearest network accesspoint. Alterna-
tively they can connect by dialling the nearest
accesspointoverthe public switched telephonenet-
work (again via modems). They can also use the
telex or teletex networks which maybeinterfaced to
the packet-switching networkvia special gateways.
Users☂ terminals may be designed to interface
directly to the packet-switching network by forming
their own packets in accordance with the network
protocols. Alternatively, users may connect non-
packet terminals via their own protocol converter
(PAD), or viaa PADprovided at the packet-switching
network nodes.

All new public packet-switching networksare adopt-
ing the X.25 protocol (and associated X.28 and X.29
protocols) recommended by the CCITT for such net-
works. But there is some variation between particu-
lar networks and, as a result, they are not yetfully
compatible with each other.
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Availability ofpacket-switching data
networks
In Europe, Spain pioneered the use of packet-
switching for a public data network in the early
1970s. The Spanish RETD networkdid notoriginally
use the X.25 protocol because, at the time, that
protocol had not been standardised. The RETDnet-
work has been upgraded recently, however, to in-
clude the X.25 protocol. Another early example of a
European packet-switching network was Euronet,
which was developed by the European Community
to link together several of the member countries.
Euronet became a commercial service in 1980, and
it now services several hundred users. Butit is to be
superseded bythe linking together of the various
national packet-switching networks.
France
Transpac in France wasthe first public data network
to use the X.25 protocol. It started operation in 1978
on an experimental basis, and becamefully opera-
tional in 1979. Connections to the American Telenet
and Tymnet networkswereestablished at the end of
1979, and a link to Euronet was provided early in
1980. Users can access Transpac by a dedicated
line, by the telephone network or by the telex net-
work. There are 19 switching nodesin the network
interconnected by 72k bit/s links, and there are
nearly 5,000 user ports serving 900 customers. On
current predictions there could be 20,000 ports by
1984. The use of Transpac has been encouraged by
its tariffs, which are relatively inexpensive com-
pared with the rental of dedicated lines from the PTT.
A high proportion of the computers and terminals
linked to Transpac (67 per cent and 75 percent res-
pectively) support the X.25 protocol, compared with
other packet-switching networks.
The Netherlands
The Dutch PTT has three packet-switching ex-
changesin its recently opened Datanet-1 service.
They are supported by 57 concentrator (and multi-
plexor) access points located in the major cities.

The United Kingdom
An experimental packet-switching service (EPSS),
limited to three exchanges, was openedin the Uni-
ted Kingdom in 1975. EPSS, which did not use the
X.25 protocol, has been supersededby two newser-
vices:
♥International Packet Switched Service (IPSS),

opened in December1978.
♥Packet Switched Service (PSS), which began full

commercial operation in the autumnof 1981 after
a year☂s experimental use.

IPSS wasintroducedto provide an international ser-
vice so that users could access the American net-
works (Tymnet and Telenet, for instance). PSS, on
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the other hand, is for use within the United Kingdom,
although British Telecomisinstalling a gateway be-
tween PSS and IPSSsothat all domestic users may
makeinternational calls from PSS terminals. Both
IPSS and PSS use the X.25 protocol. Theinter-net-
work gatewaywill use the X.75 protocol recommen-
ded by CCITT. As with other public packet-switching
networks, growth in the usage of PSS and IPSS has
exceeded expectations. The numberof devices con-
nected to IPSS is growing at about 50 per cent per
annum, for example, and there are already orders
for 400 packet-mode connections to PSS. (A 1978
forecast had predicted that only 160 packet-mode
connections would be required by the end of 1983.)
At the end of 1981, PSS had 12 switching nodes, and
six more areto be installed in 1982.
Other European countries
Thetable in figure 5 summarisesthe status of public
data networks in Western Europeat the end of 1981.
Facilities provided by public packet-switching
data networks
Like circuit-switching networks, packet-switching
networks provide a wide range offacilities for the
user. The six most significant facilities are listed
below.
Multiple transmission rate
Packet terminals may communicate with the net-
work synchronously and with full duplex working.
Transmission rates provided are usually 2,400 bit/s,
4,800 bit/s, 9,600 bit/s and 48,000 bit/s. For such
communication the terminal is connectedto the net-
work by a dedicated line, with a modem bothat the
terminal and at the packet network node.
Character terminals may also communicate with the
nearest packet network node via dedicated lines
and modems. The transmission is asynchronous
and is at lower speeds than with packet terminals
(for example, 300 bit/s or 1,200 bit/s). Similar speeds
are available for connecting character terminals to
the packet network via the public switched tele-
phone network.
Conversionof transmission rates and protocols
The network performs any conversions that are
needed to allow terminal devices operating at dif-
ferent transmission rates and with different proto-
cols to communicate with each other.

Closed user groups
As with the circuit-switching networks, packet-
switching networks permit a closed user groupto be
defined so that only members of that group may
communicate with each other.
Permanentvirtualcircuits
Packei-switching networks provide a permanent
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Figure 5 Public data networks in Europe
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Greece aa al = =
Ireland = _♥ IPSS (international) 1981
Italy = ♥ Not known 41983
Luxembourg = = = ♥
Netherlands = = Datanet-1 1981
Norway Nordic PDN 1981 Norpak 1981
Portugal _♥ ♥_♥ ♥_ ♥
Spain ♥ ♥ RETD 1971
Sweden Nordic PDN 1981 Telepak 1981
Switzerland Datex 1981 EDWP 1982
United Kingdom ♥ _♥ PSS(national) 1981

IPSS (international) 1980    
Notes: 1. Up to 300 bit/s

2. 2,400 to 9,600bit/s
(Source: Eurodata Yearbook 1980/81)
 

virtual circuit facility whereby a permanent connec-tionis established between twoterminals, instead ofeach packetbeingtreated in isolation asit is routedacross the network.This facility is analogous to anormal leased-line connection,as far as the userisconcerned.
Call redirection
Calls may, if required, be diverted automatically toalternative destinations. Thisfacility might be usedifa particular terminal were out of operation.
Fast selection
In the normal mode of operation with apacket-switching network, a terminal will initiate acall by transmitting one packet. The network res-pondsbytransmitting a packet backto the terminalsignifying that it has accepted the call. Data packetsare then transmitted across the network, and theterminal transmits a special packetto terminate thecall. If the data to be sentis less than the length ofone packet, this procedure is very inefficient.
Packet-switching networks therefore provide afacility whereby a single packet transmitted from apacket terminal can fulfil all three functions.
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Tariffs forpacket-switching data networks
Tariffs for packet-switching networks are based on
the volumeof data transmitted and not on the trans-
mission distance. In addition, the subscriber has to
pay an access-time charge which is dependent on
the length of his calls, and also the rental and/or
usage chargesfor the telephoneorleasedlinethat
connects the terminal to the network. Further
charges are incurred for the useof any of the special
facilities provided by the network, although these
chargeswill normally form only a small proportion of
the total cost.

Sometypical tariffs for European public packet-
switching networks are showninfigure 6.

AN OIL COMPANY☂S EXPERIENCE WITH
TRANSPAC
This case history reports the experience of a largemultinational oil company using the Transpac net-work for communicating data betweenits varioussites in France.
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Figure 6 Examples of public packet-switching data networktariffs (in dollars)
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8. Asegmentis 64 8-bit bytes.
4. Discount rates available for off-peak usage.

(Source: Eurodata Foundation Yearbook, 1980-81)
 

Data communication applications
The oil company has a large IBM mainframe installa-
tion in Paris, and several regional sales offices and
depots throughout France. The sales offices are
equipped with terminals that require immediate
accessto the centrally held files in order to answer
customer inquiries. The depots are equipped with
IBM 8100 minicomputers that also need to com-
municate with the mainframe computerin Paris. The
initial use of Transpac has been tolink four of the
sales offices (two at Lyon, one at Toulouse and one
at Nantes) and one of the depots (in the South of
France) to the IBM mainframe.

Choice of data network
The use of the Caducée network wasnot considered
because the companybelieved that it was not suit-
able for its application. The only two practical op-
tions for a data network were:

♥To useleased analogue linesfor the links.
♥To use Transpac.
Transpac was chosen becauseit was the cheaper
option. The sales offices are approximately 400 to
500 kilometres from Paris, and the rental for each
leased line would have been about 10,000 francs per
month. On the other hand, each connection to Trans-
pac costs only 2,000 francs per month. The Trans-
pac data transmission charges incurred by each
sales office varies between 600 and 1,000 francs
per month. (Each sales office generates an average
of only 20 to 30 transactions per hour.)

☁The Butler Cox Foundation
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Implementation of the system
This oil company used IBM NetworkInterface Adap-
tors (NIAs) and the corresponding IBM softwarein
the 3705 communications controller (which front-
ends the mainframe) to connect the mainframe sys-
tems to the X.25 protocol used by Transpac. The ren-
tal charge for the software was originally 6,000
francs per month, but was subsequently reduced to
1,800 francs per month. Transpac DCEswerein-
stalled at the computer centre and thefirst sales
office was connected to Transpac in March 1980.
The other three sales offices were added at monthly
intervals.
Problems encountered in using Transpac
The only major problem encounteredwith the use of
Transpac was that the network was subjectto fre-
quent failure when the system wasfirst installed.
During the worst period there were severalfailures
per day. The failures (caused by the Transpac
concentrators in Paris becoming overloaded) were
reduced drastically when the original concentrators
were replaced. At present, the network fails about
once per month, and the downtimeis usually less
than five minutes.
The Transpac connections from the depotalso suf-
fered from the early problems with the concentra-
tors, and because of this the company reverted to
using a leased line for the connection to Paris. But
the company is now reconsidering using Transpac
again becausethe local concentrator has been up-
graded and the PTT claimsthat it now provides a
satisfactory performance.
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Benefits from using Transpac
The cost of using Transpac has been considerably
lower than thecostof using leased lines. One parti-
cular benefit in using Transpac is that the company
has only one departmentof the PTT to deal with, and
this makes it very much simplerto identify the rea-
sons for transmission problems. The company has
found that the Transpac centre in Paris is normally
awareof any problemsin the network wherever they
may be, and the centre can predict accurately the
likely duration of the problem. The service provided
by the Paris centre is a considerable improvement
on the equivalent service when problems are en-
countered with leased lines. Then, each geo-
graphical region of the PTT is responsible for testing
the leasedlines inits own area, and there is no single
reference point to which transmission problems
maybe referred.

Future plans
In the near future, the customerinquiry system is to
be extended to another three sales offices (all of
which will be connected to the IBM mainframe via
Transpac), and a further five depots will be con-
nected via Transpac during 1982.

OTHER EXPERIENCE WITH
PACKET-SWITCHING DATA NETWORKS
In addition to the Transpac user's experience des-
cribed in the previous section, we interviewed users
of Euronet, Datex-P, and the PSS and IPSS networks
in the United Kingdom. Wealso talked to a user of a
private packet-switching network, whose experi-
ence is reported in the next chapter, which deals
with wide-area private networks.

Experience with the Datex-P network in West Ger-
manyis very limited because the network has only
just changed from an experimental operation to a
commercial service. At present, Datex-P is used
mainly by equipment suppliers and software sup-
pliers to developtheir products. The implementation
of Datex-P has progressed remarkably smoothly,
largely becauseits design is based on the Canadian
Datapac network. A survey of users showedthat 95
per centof the problemsoriginate in users☂ systems
and equipment, rather than in Datex-P. Particular
problems have been experienced in connecting non-
packetterminals to the network.

WhenDatex-P wasintroduced, the Datex-Lcircuit-
switching network wasalready providing a switched
data network service in West Germany. Datex-P was
introduced in addition to Datex-L to cater for those
users who wishedto makeinternational data calls to
other packet-switching network users. Similar user
needshaveled organisations to make use of IPSS in
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the United Kingdom and Euronetin other European
countries. But the international use of packet-
switching networks doesgive rise to further prob-
lems. One organisation that transmits data between
its offices in England and the United States has
found it difficult to locate faults, because the calls
were routed via IPSS through Tymnetto Telenet. If a
fault occurred, IPSS would typically display a mes-
sage ☁☁CLR DTE☝☂, which should indicate a malfunc-
tion in the remote terminal. In fact, the remote ter-
minal(in this case, the host computer in the United
States) would be fully operational, and the fault
would be located somewherein the intervening net-
works. (The company☂s engineers suspect that Tym-
net is the weaklink in the connection.)

This problem is of increasing concern in view of
plans to link together even more packet networks.
The IPSS userthat we interviewed wasparticularly
concerned about the planto use the national service
(PSS) as the gateway to IPSS. This change would add
yet another link to the three already involvedinits in-
ternationaltraffic.

Users of IPSS hadalso suffered in a similar way to
the users of Transpac becauseof the overloading of
the network whenthe service wasfirst introduced.
Until the beginning of 1981 the network had insuf-
ficient capacity to cater for the number of users
connectedtoit. It wasdifficult to make a connection
with anotheruser, and calls were subjectto frequent
breakdowns. The network has since been upgraded,
and so these problems now occur muchlessfre-
quently. Users of IPSS and PSS werealsoverycriti-
cal of the end-user interface. The need to enter
about 50 characters within a very limited time, and
the very cryptic coded messages provided by the
system, make the services extremely unfriendly to
use.
PSSusers reportedthat the tariff advantagesof the
distance-independent charges (which are not de-
pendent on the time of day) were nullified by the
rental charges for a dedicated connectionto the net-
work.

Apart from the overloading problems mentioned
above,the operation of the packet networks that we
investigated has been reliable. Where technical
problems have occurred, they have tendedto be in
the data line between the user☂s premises and the
network. There were familiar complaints from
United Kingdom users concerning delays in instal-
ling and commissioning links to IPSS and PSS, and
concerning the division of responsibilities within
British Telecom both for the different parts of the
connection to the networks and for the services
themselves. Nevertheless, users were, in general,
pleased to have a public data switching networkthat
replacedtheir use of the telephone network.
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The previous two chapters have reviewedthe use of
public data networks for communication between
sites. In this chapter, we look at the use of private
networking systems for such communication. The
physical links for wide-area private data networks
are, of course, provided by the PTT as leasedlines,
but the routeing and control of calls is provided by
software and equipment operated by the user.

Althoughit is conceivable that an organisation could
develop its own data network entirely from its own
resources, the vast majority of private networks are
constructed from software and equipment that has
been purchased or leased from suppliers. Many
organisations have similar communication require-
ments, and it is more economic to acquire at least
the basic network system asanoff-the-shelf product
from a data networksupplier.
The data network suppliers include:
♥The major computersuppliers, who offer network

products that support their own range of hard-
ware.

♥Software and communications companies, who
offer packet-switching network systems capable
of linking more than one supplier☂s terminals and
processors. Such network systemsare similar to
the public packet-switching networks.

♥Data communication companies, who offer cir-
cuit-switching data exchangessimilar to the digi-
tal PABXs usedfor voicetraffic.

In this chapter, we concentrate on experience with
the data communication products of the major com-
puter suppliers. These products are based on each
supplier's proprietary network architecture and,
because they appeared on the market earlier than
private packet-switching or circuit-switching net-
work products, there is more experience to drawon.
After describing the general characteristics of
proprietary network architecture products, we ex-
amine two architectures in more detail ♥ IBM☂s
SNAand Digital☂s Decnet. We interviewed several
users of SNA and Decnet, and wereport the experi-
ences of one representative user of each type of net-
workin the form of casehistories.
There thenfollows a short section that summarises
the strengths and weaknessesboth of SNA and Dec-
net as perceived byall the usersthat weinterviewed.
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CHAPTER 4

WIDE-AREA PRIVATE DATA NETWORKS

Wealso interviewed a user of a private packet-
switching network, and this user☂s experience is
incorporated in the final section of the chapter,
which draws together some general conclusions on
wide-area private networks.
Although we have chosen to refer to the above
private data networks as wide-area networks, they
can, of course, be used within a single largesite.
Conversely, local area networks, which are con-
sidered in the next chapter, may also be linked
together across several adjacent sites to form a
wide-area network. The distinction is therefore
somewhatarbitrary.

COMPUTER SUPPLIERS☂ NETWORK
ARCHITECTURES
ISO☂s open systemsinterconnection modelis inten-
ded to provide a standards frameworkforall data
communication systems. The data network archi-
tecture defined by a particular computer supplier
provides a similar framework for that supplier's
products. A proprietary network architecture estab-
lishes a framework within which the supplier☂s future
products can be designed sothat they can intercon-
nect in a distributed processing environment. Each
architecture has been based on hierarchyof layers
(inthe same way as the ISO model) and the architec-
ture defines the protocols for interfacing one layer to
the next. The software for each layer can therefore
be developed independently of the software for
other layers. Most of the major computer suppliers
have introduced(or at least have announced)their
particular network architectures during the pastfive
years. IBM, however,introduced SNAin 1974.
Each architecture is implemented as a family of
hardware and software products that perform the
functions of the architecture☂s layers. Figure 7 over-
leaflists some of the proprietary network architec-
tures that have beendefined.
Benefits from a network architecture
In addition to the benefits to the computer supplierof
having acommon and consistent set of communica-
tion protocols for his products, a network architec-
ture also provides direct benefits both to the system
designers who use the products, and to the end
users of the systems that are based on them. The
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Figure 7 Computersuppliers☂ networkarchitectures
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two most important benefits are a reduction in the
programming effort that is required to implement
systems,and a greater flexibility in the use of termi-
nals and processors.
Reduction of programmingeffort
A typical data communication application can in-
volve database software, teleprocessing software,
input/output software, communications-controller
software and terminal communication protocols,
and all of these may needto be written specifically
for that application. The trend towards distributed
processing will increase the communication ele-
ment of the total software. A comprehensive net-
work communication system should provide much
of this software, so avoiding the need for bespoke
programming for each application. In the past, each
type of application tended to use a particular tele-
processing access method, so that programmers
had to be familiar with a range of teleprocessing
software products. For example, IBM provided 35
different access methods and15 different communi-
cation protocols. A comprehensive network archi-
tecture should reduce the variety of communication
methods.
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Flexibility in terminal and processor usage
The network system should allow any terminalto be
used for more than onetype of application, and to
access programs on any numberof host proces-
sors. This multiple access avoids the need for
several terminals at one location. The network sys-
tem should also permit a widervariety of processors
and terminals to communicate with each other.
A proprietary network architecture usually is
designed to accommodateonly the particular sup-
plier☂s processors and terminals. But suppliers are
beginning to extend the scopeoftheir architectures
and products to accommodate other suppliers☂
equipment. Non-IBM terminals can now connectto
SNAnetworksvia an X.25 network,for example, and
Digital☂s Decnet can interwork with SNA networks.

Networkarchitecture features
A network architecture is defined mainly by the
specification of the functions performed by each
layer and by the protocols used to communicate be-
tweenlayers. As a message passesthroughthe net-
work from application to application (or from user

The      UU! WaT
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terminal to host processor), it passes through a suc-
cession of software modules each of which per-
forms the functions of the respective layers. Each
module adds (or removes) the header data that is
required to communicate across the networkat that
layer. As well as providing products that implement
the basic data communication function of the archi-
tecture, the computer suppliers also provide
supporting products that assist in the operation and
management of the network as a whole. These
products also make use of the layered structure of
the architecture.
Foundation Report No. 21 contained a description of
the layers used inthe two most well developed archi-
tectures ♥ IBM☂s SNA and Digital☂s Decnet.
(Strictly speaking, Decnetis the collective name for
the products that implement the Digital Network
Architecture.) That report also contrastedthe diffe-
rent naturesof the two architectures. Although both
architectures use data packet techniques, SNA has
been developed mainly to connect remote terminals
with host processors whereas Decnetcaters mainly
for inter-processor communication. The reader is
referred to the earlier report for a more detailed dis-
cussionofthe differences betweenthe two architec-
tures. Report No. 21 did not describe the way in
which the architectures had been implemented in
particular products. To appreciatefully the case his-
tories in this chapter of users☂ experiences with SNA

and Decnetit is necessary to have a basic under-
standing of such products. For those readers not
familiar with SNA or Decnet we now providea brief
description of the respective products.

IBM☂s Systems Network Architecture
Figure illustrates the way in which SNA products
canbe used to interconnect IBM processors and ter-
minals. The three main protocol layers of SNA are
the application layer, the function management
layer and the transmission sub-system layer.
At the application layer, the software is processed in
the host computers and cluster controllers. The for-
matting of data for a particular type of terminal
(character, page or multi-page device) is handled by
the application software in either the host proces-
sor, orinthe controller (provided that it has sufficient
intelligence).
The function managementlayer corresponds approx-
imately to the session layer of the ISO reference
model, and it providesfacilities to connect terminals
to the appropriate host computers and programs. It
initiates distributed functions suchasfile transfers,
and maintains the independence of separate appli-
cations even though they share the sameresources.
In addition, it provides facilities to support distri-
buted functions from the host machines. Function
 

Figure 8 IBM network using SNA products
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managementlayer software is implemented in the
host processors and forms the major part of the
operating system for the network. The product used
for a single host networkis the Virtual Telecommuni-
cation Access Method (VTAM), and the Advanced
Communication Function version of VTAM (ACF/
VTAM)is used for a multi-host network.
The transmission sub-system layer is responsible
for the routeing and movementof data betweenpro-
cessors and terminals. It contains three sub-layers
♥ transmission control, path control and data link
control. The first two of these are implemented as
the Network Control Program (NCP) held in the 370X
communication controllers. NCP provides for the
physical management of the network by controlling
the lines and terminals attached to the 370X. It also
includes error recovery procedures. The data link
sub-layer is implemented by using devices designed
to operate with IBM☂s Synchronous Data Link Con-
trol (SDLC) protocol. Terminal devices that do not
support SDLC maybe connected to an SNA network
by using an additional software product ♥ the Net-
work Terminal Option (NTO) ♥ which residesin the
370X controllers. NTO makes non-SNAterminals,
suchasteletypes or IBM 2741 terminals, appear to
the host program as SNAterminals. (Users may also
add their own conversion software for non-SNA
terminals not catered for by NTO.)
Figure 9 showsthe various components of SNA and
 

Figure 9 SNAcomponents
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howtheyrelate to the different layers in the ISO refe-
rence model. SNA productsoffer users more than a
data network. They comprise a completedistributed
system. Within each protocol layer of SNA there are
several products that support a range of network
facilities.

1. Monitoring and diagnostic aids
The Network Communication Control Facility
(NCCF) supplements ACF/VTAM by automating vari-
ous operational procedures that are used to
physically control the network. A further aid, Net-
work Problem Determination Application (NPDA)
can be used in conjunction with NCCFto collect (and
then display)statistics (including data abouterrors)
of the performanceof network components such as
controllers, modemsandlines.
2. Co-existence with non-SNA applications
A large existing network that uses the Binary Syn-
chronous Communication (BSC)protocol and asyn-
chronousdevices cannot be converted immediately
to an SNA network.A migration path has to be pro-
vided to allow the conversion to be spread over aperiod of time during which only part of the network
will be using SNAprotocols. IBM provides the Parti-
tioned Emulator Program (PEP)to allow non-SNAap-
plications (using say, 270X terminal protocols) to
share the 370 X controllers and host machines form-
ing the SNA network.

3. Interfaces to public data networks
To gainmaximum advantagefrom the various public
data network services, it may be necessaryfor de-
vices within an SNA network to communicate with
other devices via a public data network. IBM is com-
mitted to supporting the X.25 protocol used in the
public packet-switching networks. Although SNA
transmits data packets, these packets are not com-
patible with the X.25 protocols used by the public
networks. Conversion softwareis provided by IBM to
connect the 370X controllers to an X.25 network.
This software resides in the 370X and, typically,it
splits SNA data packets of 256 bytes into two
128-byte packets for transmission across the X.25
network. Because each country hasslightly dif-
ferent implementations of the X.25 Recommenda-
tion, the conversion software is customised ac-
cordingly.

Digital☂s Decnet
The Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) also has
developed its own network architecture, known as
Digital Network Architecture (DNA). This architec-
ture encompasses both wide-area and local net-
works,butit is the former that has received most
attention. DNA has been implementedas a network-
ing software package called Decnet, which wasfirst
introduced in 1975. Decnet allows any DEC com-
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puter to interwork with any other DEC device with
files, programs, and other resources being shared
as required. The initial phase | version of Decnetal-
lowed only similar machines that used the same
operating systems to work together. A phaseII ver-
sion, released in 1978, catered for computers using
different operating systems.It also included extra
facilities such as improved security and the sharing
of resources between machines.A further advance
was the release of phase Ill in 1980. This most
recent version of Decnet includes additional facili-
ties to assist in the management and control of the
network. Examples include adaptive routeing to
allow for the failure of any link, and various error
reporting and monitoring routines that produce net-
work operationstatistics.
Figure 10 lists the various componentsof the phase
\Il version of Decnet, and shows howtheyrelate to
the different layers in the ISO reference model.
Users have a choice of implementing either the X.25
protocolfor the lowest three layers in the network,or
DEC's owndatalink protocols used in the Digital
Data Communications Message Protocol (DDCMP)
software.
Decnet users can communicate across public X.25
packet-switching networks as well as acrosstheir
own private networks. There are alsofacilities for
interworking with other networks such as SNA,
although Decnet and SNA are not directly com-
patible.
 

Figure 10 Decnet phaseIII structure
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EXPERIENCEIN INSTALLING AN
SNA-BASED SYSTEM
In this section of the report we relate as a casehis-
tory the experience of one of the United Kingdom☂s
nationalised industries in installing an SNA-based
system.This industry has six computer sites, the two
principal sites being about 100 kilometres apart. At
eachof thoseprincipalsites there is anIBM 370/158
(or similar) mainframe computer, providing both
interactive and batch processing servicesto a large
numberof users throughout the country.
Data communication application
Users can accessthe principal computercentres in
three ways:
♥Local users are connectedto their nearest centre

via the public telephone networkorleasedlines.
♥Remote users are connected to one of the

centres via multiplexed leased-line circuits which
terminate at their local concentrator or compu-
ter.

♥Any user may, if necessary, be connectedto the
other principal centre via 48k bit/s leased-linecir-
cuits thatlink the two centres. There are duplicate
circuits, along different routes, to provide a stand-
by serviceif one circuit shouldfail.

During normaloffice hours the data traffic is mainly
interactive, generated by 3270-type terminals
accessing IMS applications.

File updates andfile transfers (using 2780 terminals
and the Job Entry Subsystem ♥ JES) occur mainly
at night. In addition users may need to access
application programsat both computer centres.

Reasonsfor using SNA
Prior to 1978 each user was connectedto oneof the
principal centres by a logical and physical channel
that was dedicated to his particular needs. The
access method used was Basic Terminal Access
Method (BTAM). The main difficulty with this
arrangement was its inflexibility. The number of
sub-channels available on the 370 mainframes was
limited, while the numberof users was continually in-
creasing. The manual work required to switch (or
patch) users through to the appropriate centre was
growing. And the users required a different terminal
for each type of application (IMS or JES).

SNA wasa product designedto solve these sortsof
problemsand IBM were knownto be fully committed
to it for their future products.For the organisation to
use SNAtherefore seemedto be a sound strategy.It
wasrecognised that the conversion to SNA would be
amajorone, particularly as itinvolved replacing BSC
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protocols with SDLC. The changewasjustified early
in 1978 in terms of cost and also in terms of other
benefits expected for the operation of the data net-
work.
Implementation of the system
The move from BSC required extensive changes to
the terminal access methods, to the communica-
tions controllers and to the user terminals. Because
of these changes, it would have been impossible to
implement SNAfor all applications at the sametime.
The implementation strategy adopted wasto use the
communications controller software that can emu-
late a 270X transmission control unit, thereby
enabling the communications controller to handle
BSC batch andinteractive traffic. This strategy
madepossible a gradualtransition to SNA, based on
two major stages:

♥Establishing a single-host SNA networkat one of
the principal computercentres.

♥ Extending the SNA systemsto embracethe other
principal computer centre to provide a multi-host
network.

The main tasksin the first stage were:

♥To replace BTAM by VTAM onthe host IBM
370/158.

♥Tointroduce NCP and Emulation Program (EP) on
the two 3705 communication controllers and to
enlarge their memorysize.

♥To convert all the user terminals from BSC toSDLC operation, concentrating initially on theIMS users.
The timescalesfor the two stagesof the implemen-
tation are shownin figure 11. In the second stage,
the main tasks were:
♥To enlarge the memoriesof the 3705 controllersat the first centre, and also to provide them with

faster CPUs andspecialline sets to connect them
to the 48k bit/s links.

♥Toinstall two new 3705 controllers at the secondcomputer centre and a third temporary 3705 to
act as a concentrator.

♥To replace the VTAMsoftwareatthefirst centreby ACF/VTAM, and to replace the BTAM software
at the second centre by ACF/VTAM.

♥To replace the NCPsoftwareatthe first centre byACF/NCPandto introduce ACF/NCP on the new3705s at the second centre.
♥Tointroduce a new releaseof IMS (release 1.1.5).
♥To convertall the second centre IMS user termi-

nals from BSC to SDLC operation.
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To make the development and testing of the network
easier, the 3705sfor the second centre were tempo-
rarily installed at the first centre. In addition,the cir-
cuits on the 48k bit/s inter-site links were reorga-
nised to provide widebandcircuits for the conver-
siontask.
Problems encounteredin implementing and
using SNA
The first stage of the implementation proceeded
according to plan, but the second stage took longer
than expected. The delays were causedby five main
factors.

1. The complexity of the task
The second stage consisted of several tasks that
apparently could proceedin parallel, but in reality
were interdependent. Delays in any one taskaffec-
ted the other ones.
2. Useof the 48kbit/s circuits
Hardware and software difficulties were encoun-
tered ininterfacing the 3705sto 48kbit/s lines. At the
time (late 1979) there was no prior experience to
draw onto solve the problems.
3. The need to maintain fully operational

service
The new networkarchitecture wasinstalled in an en-
vironment that attempted to maintain a fully opera-
tional service for existing users, and even attempted
to increase the numberof users. This meant that
each step in the implementation had to be aban-
donedif it were not completed on time, to allow nor-
malservice to be resumed at the scheduled times.
For example, all major changes had to be completed
overnight and the network had to be operating satis-
factorily before the prime day shift commenced the
following morning. Hence,the evening☂s work had to
be abortedif it was falling behind schedule, andthis
led to a duplication of effort compared with that
which would have been neededif the work had been
carried out continuously. Also, the implementation
had to be plannedto proceedin rather smaller steps
than would otherwise have been necessary.

4. The lack of enthusiasm from the users
The main beneficiaries of the SNA conversion were
the data processing operations staff. The changes
brought about by the introduction of SNA did not
directly benefit the end users, and so they were
reluctant to abandontheir existing service which,
from their point of view, was perfectly adequate. The
users☂ terminal had to be upgraded and the users
had to be trained to accessthe required application.
Butinitially the terminals were being usedonlyfor a
single application as before, and so the users per-
ceived no benefit. Only towards the end of the pro-
ject did the users start to benefit from the increased
facilities. Perhaps the users☂ enthusiasm for the
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 Implementation schedule for a large SNA network

 

 

  
Stage 1 Date Stage 2

(one centre using SNA) (both centres using SNA)

1978
Decisionto install SNAatfirst site April
Install and test VTAM and NCP. Upgrade June
3705 controllers. Convert and test two July
3276 VDU controllers to BSC/SDLC mode August
First live SDLC user September

December Decisionto link secondsite and introduce
|__remote 3705 concentratorat second site

1979
Convertall existing IMS users at March Remote 3705 and ACF/NCPinstalled
first site to SDLC.All new users. April and testedat first site. Reorganise
connected using SDLC May multiplex link users to secondsite

May lier) >." bebldhio pc =e eae cieneen GRA)
aK Upgradefirst site 3705 controllers
August SSeees|
September Remote 3705 moved to second site|
Octobery |e iaaie ir back ee eI
Cetone! Test remote 3705 on 48k bit/s linkNovember and ACFINCP at first siteDecember ia uid i a Rey aes
1980
January ACF/VTAM implementedatfirst site
February Remote 3705 implemented
March ACFI/VTAM and NCPimplemented at secondie agg teu eg
March First live user of SDLC at second site
April
May Remoteusersatfirst site transferred
June to secondsite 3705 =
Mayto All secondsite IMS users converted
September (OSD LC Ware een
September Twositeslinked direct via 3705 controllers

rather than 3705 remote concentrator
November Remote 3705 returned to IBM  
 

 

change to SNA would have beengreaterif they had
received

a

less satisfactory service from the opera-
tions staff under the old system.

5. IBM software support
This industry wasa relatively early Europeanuserof
SNAandit had an ambitious application. For these
reasons, IBM wascalled uponto provide quite sub-
stantial amounts of software support. On one occa-
sion it was necessary for an SNA expert from the
United States to be onsite for two weeksin order to
clear a particular problem. Today the SNA products
are more mature, andit is unlikely that such exten-
sive software support would now be necessary.

The costs of installing SNA were clearly conside-
rable. The actual amounts are confidential, but fur-
ther referencesto the costs of using SNA are made
later in this chapter on page 25.

☁The Butler Cox Foundation
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Benefits derived from SNA
In addition to the expected benefit offlexibility of the
network to meetthe increasing user needs, this user
has found the network monitoring facilities provided
by SNA to be extremely useful. The Network Com-
munications Control Facility (NCCF)and, to a lesser
extent, the Network Problem Determination Aid
(NPDA) have been valuablein three areasin particu-
lar:

♥Allowing the entire network to be monitored from
a single point.

♥lsolating communication faults.
♥Providing network operationstatistics.
This SNA user believes that it would not be possible
to operate its large network without a facility like
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NCCF. Also, the user ☁help-desk☂ facility provided by
IBM has been particularly valuable as a trouble-
shooting aid.

EXPERIENCEIN INSTALLING A DECNET-
BASED SYSTEM
Our second casehistory of a proprietary network
architecture user is that of a large automobile manu-
facturer. Although this organisation has extensive
IBM mainframe computer installations, it has stan-
dardised on the use of DEC minicomputersfor con-
trolling manufacturing processes. It was therefore
natural to select Decnet as the network architecture
for linking those minicomputers together.

Data communication application
The minicomputer networkinstalled in one of the
manufacturing plants is shown in figure 12. The
computers and terminals are connected to each
other via channels on the Videodata cable system in-
stalled throughoutthe building. This system is manu-
factured by Interactive SystemsInc., which is a sub-
sidiary of 3M. Each device is connectedto the Video-
data cable via a radio-frequency modem. (Further
details of this cable system are contained in the case
history in chapter 5, beginning on page 32.)

Reason for using Decnet
As explained above, the choice of Decnet was
largely determined by the fact that the data com-
munications need wasto link together DEC mini-
computers. Decnet offered the networkfacilities re-
quired by the organisation, and its use avoided the
need to develop a networking system in-house.

Implemeniation of Decnet
Decnet wasintroducedonthesite early in 1980, andno significant problem was encountered with its
implementation. The system wasinstalled very
quickly. For example, a program tolink two applica-
tions togethertook only three weeksto write and im-
plement, and further application linkage programshave been basedonthisinitial program.
Asmall number of software problemsarose from theinteraction between application programs and theDecnet software, but were all solved fairly quickly.This organisation has considerable experience ofusing DEC equipment and software and,for this
reason, was probably better able to solve the prob-lemsthan the average Decnetuser might be. Never-
theless, DEC☂s support has been very good whenit
has been required.
 

Figure 12 Decnet network based on

a

Videodata cable system
Communications
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Note: The Videodata cable provides a communication medium thatis transparent to the Decnet protocols used for communicationbetween the PDP 11s andterminal devices.
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Benefits of using Decnet
This user of Decnet has found the diagnostic aids to
be very useful, but saysthatit is necessary to havea
comprehensive understanding of Decnetto be able
tolocate faults. Messages from the Decnet software
tend to be too cryptic. For example, a messagethat
says ☁LINE DOWN☝ doesnotgive anyindication of
whytheline is down.

The network managementstatistics provided by
Decnet were found to be good at the byte and packet
levels. However, this user has had to write his own
software to gather statistics about the higher trans-
mission layers. Statistics relating to the numberof
times a particular application had accessed another
within a given period, for example, were not provided
by the Decnet software.

Future plans for using Decnet
The current systems have been implemented using
phase|| of Decnet, and this organisation is now com-
mitted to implementing phase III. The long-term
strategy is to move towardsa totally open network
by successively adopting the higher layers of the
ISO open systemsinterconnection reference model
as they becomestandardised.

Costs of using Decnet
For this particular user, the costs of installing
Decnet wereless than they would be for other users
because the Videodata cable was alreadyinstalled.
The cost of the initial software package for use on
one minicomputer was £3,000 ($6,000). This cost in-
cluded thelicence for using Decnet, so that the cost
of using the software on additional minicomputers
was only £1,200 ($2,400) per machine. The initial
package also included all documentation and up to
90 days☂ support from DEC.
The cost ofinterfacing each machine to the cable
depended onthe machine. The average cost was of
the order of £600 ($1,200) per machine,including
the modem.

OTHER EXPERIENCEOFUSING SNA AND
DECNET
The other large users of SNA and Decnet that we
interviewed alsoprovided details of their experience
with these network architectures. They all con-
firmed the points made in the two casehistories
related in the previous sections of this chapter.

We now summarise the respective strengths and
weaknessesof SNA and Decnetas perceivedbyall
the users weinterviewed.

☁The Butler Cox Foundation
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Strengths of SNA
The strengths of SNA as perceivedbyits users were
as follows:
♥SNAis nowa proven product that provides power-

ful facilities for distributed processing.
♥SNA makesthe networkvery flexible by avoiding

the need to dedicate terminals or channels to a
single application, and by making it easy to add
extra terminals.

♥The SNA network management and controlfacili-
ties are very good. Diagnostic aids at the modem
interface level are available when IBM modems
that support the NPDAsoftware are used.

♥Direct cost benefits can be achieved by using
multipurpose terminal devices for several
applications instead of using separate terminals
dedicated to single applications.

Weaknesses of SNA
The weaknesses of SNA asperceived byits users
were asfollows:
♥SNA depends on the VTAM softwarein the host

computerto route all calls. For example, one user
with twooffices only a few kilometres apart, each
with its own 3705 controller, still has to route all
calls between the two offices via the host main-
frame situated some 300 kilometres away. In
addition to the extra communication traffic
involved, this arrangementalso requires the host
processorto have rather more processing power
than it would needif terminals were able to com-
municate directly. SNA is therefore most suited
to terminal-to-central-processor communication
rather than terminal-to-terminal communication.

♥The 3705 controllers are expensive and their
technology is now rather dated. Plug-compatible
manufacturers have foundit difficult to develop a
3705-compatible device, and one of the users we
spoke to said he would be wary of using a new
plug-compatible product, because of experience
with earlier products. The best-known plug-
compatible products are the 3805 and 3809 con-
trollers marketed by ITT, both of which usetheir
own version of SNA software. IBM is expected to
announce a replacement for the 3705 later in
1982.

♥SNAis expensive to use. A 3705 costs between
$4,000 and $7,000 per month (dependingonits
size, the numberof lines and the numberof chan-
nel adaptors). The ACF/VTAM software with the
Multi-system Network Facility (MSNF) feature
costs about $1,350 per month per machine. The
costs of NCP, NCCF and NPDAare respectively
$190, $110 and $55 per month per machine.
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♥SNA is made to appear more complex than it
really is. Both the documentation and training
courses need to be improved. Nevertheless, the
time taken for staff to become familiar with SNA
should not be underestimated. It can take a year
for operational staff to become confident in its
use.

♥SNA can connectwith an X.25 network only from
a host machine.

Strengths of Decnet
The main strengths of Decnet as perceivedbyits
users were asfollows:

♥Decnetwaseasytoinstall, and good installation
support wasavailable from DEC.

♥Decnet hastheflexibility of SNA, but is more
suited to inter-processor communication on a
peer-to-peer basis than on a master-to-slave
basis.

♥Decnet☂s own low-level protocols contained inDDCMP areveryefficient for communication overlong transmission paths. Up to 256 data packetsmaybe transmitted before an acknowledgementisrequired, compared with only eight packets forSNA.
♥Decnetcatersfor a wide range of terminal speedsfrom 110 bit/s up to 1M bit/s (using parallel trans-mission techniques).
Weaknessesof Decnet
The weaknessesof Decnet as perceived by its userswereas follows:
♥Thestatistics from the network Managementsys-tem are not as comprehensive as those fromSNA.Also, the messages and prompts are not asinformative as they mightbe.
♥Although Decnetoffers dynamic route allocationfor traffic, it is not able to sharetraffic betweenequally attractive routes.
DECinsists that prospective users of the Decnetsoftware complete a ☁network profile☂ documentthat defines all the parametersof the network to beused. Theintentionis to assist the userin obtainingthe mostcost-effective network, and the documentforms the basis of the support that DECwill provide.It is, however, difficult for a user to forecast his re-quirements,even with DEC☂s help.

EXPERIENCE WITH OTHER WIDE-AREANETWORK PRODUCTS
Several of the organisations weinterviewed as partof the research for this report hadinstalled proprie-
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tary network control systems, and one organisationhadinstalled a private packet-switching network. Asummaryof their experiences with these products isset out below.

Network control systems
The private data network users that we interviewedcould be divided into two broad categories:
♥Those whose modems and multiplexors weresupplied by a single manufacturer.
♥Those whose data communication equipmentwas supplied by more than one manufacturer.
Organisationsin the former category were morelikelyto haveinstalled a proprietary network control systembecause sucha systemis,in general, designed to workonly with one supplier's modems and multiplexors.(Other suppliers☂ modems may be connected to thenetwork control system, butthefull diagnosticfacilitiesof the system arethen not available.)
Those organisations that had installed a networkcontrol system claimed that it would bedifficult tomaintain and operate their networks withoutit. Sucha system enables them to extend a networkto otherlocationswithouthaving to employextra skilled staffat eachlocation to solve the network operating prob-lemsthat inevitably arise. They canalso reconfigurethe network more readily should the needarise.Users of network control systems believe that thecost of the systems is more than justified by thefacilities provided.
Nevertheless, those organisations that had notinstalled a network control system werestill manag-ing to cope. Someorganisations indicated that theywould, however, use network control systemsif theyrationalised their networksin the future.
The network control systems that were being usedhad some disadvantages. They are more appro-priate for star-shaped networks than for the meshnetworks for which IBM users might adopt SNA toobtain more comprehensive monitoring and controlfacilities. Criticisms of network control systemsincluded their poorinterface with operationsstaff. Itcan take three monthsfor the data network Opera-tors to becomefamiliar and confident with the facili-ties offered by such a system. Also, the informationprovided about traffic and fault statistics is toovoluminousto be usedasit is presented. Furtheranalysis of the data is necessary before any realbenefit can be gainedfrom it.
Surprisingly, network control systems maystill beneeded with private packet-switching networks,because existing packet network products aredeficient in network controlfacilities. For example,

ne butler Cox Foundation
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the monitoring facilities of a packet network apply
only at the datalink level rather than at the physical
transmission level. Individual modems and multi-
plexors cannot be controlled by the packet switch
itself.
The decision to use a network control system de-
pends also onthe organisation'spolicy for centralis-
ing or decentralising the data communications func-
tion. We return to that topic in chapter 6.
Private packet-switching networks
Packet-switching networksfor use over a wide area
are expensive to develop. It is difficult to justify their
cost unless there is a very high volumeoftraffic that
can take advantageof the economiesoffered by the
technology. Such networks have been developed
principally as public networks for PTTs (or govern-
ment bodies). But, once the initial development
costs have been paid for, packet-switching products
can be offered for sale to private users at more
reasonable prices. A few large organisations have
installed (or plan to install) their own packet-switch-
ing networks, and weinterviewed one suchuser.
This user decided to acquire a packet-switching net-
work to replace a very extensive star network of
leased lines that connected terminals to a central
computer facility. The existing network was in-
flexible in that it was difficult for terminals to access
alternative applications, and the large numberof
modems created a substantial network manage-
ment problem. Packet-switching technology offered

The Butler Cox Foundation
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much moreflexibility, and enabled a network to be
established that could be usedto distribute various
kinds of information (including electronic mail). The
estimated volumeoftraffic justified the purchase of
a private network rather than the use of the public
packet-switching network. The estimated cost sav-
ing was approximately 30 per cent compared with
the public networktariffs.

A further reasonfor choosing a private network was
that it could handle existing protocols (such as IBM
3270 and 2780), whereasprotocol converters would
be required to connectto the public service. At the
time this user was interviewed, the supplier of the
packet-switching network had been selected but the
choice had not been made public. The chosen
product is based on a very modular structure, with
separate microprocessors being used for each
protocol conversion.

Our interviewee had visited another user who
already hadinstalled a packet-switching network to
satisfy himself that the change to packet switching
would not introduce additional transmission delays.
Also he believes that the packet networkwill effec-
tively decouple the end-user applications from the
communicationsfacility. This organisation recog-
nises, however,that to replace a simple star network
by a packet network will require a substantial
changein philosophy and procedureswithinits cen-
tral communications department. The new network
will provide a complete communications service
rather than just physicallinkages.
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CHAPTER 5

LOCAL AREA DATA NETWORKS

The three previous chapters have been concernedwith data networks used primarily for inter-site com-munications.In this chapter, we now consider net-worksintendedprimarily for local use within a site.
As with wide-area networks, the potential user of alocal network has several options open to him.Inaddition to a network formed from several point-to-point links where the switching functionis providedby softwarein the processors, the local network canalso be based on:
♥Adatacircuit switch.
♥The PABX,using either modemson the normaltelephone extensions, or the special data facili-ties that are available on some of the moremodern computer-controlled PABXs.
♥Adedicated data network that uses a commoncommunication channelto link together a varietyof terminal devices and processing units.
Datacircuit switches tend to be usedin isolation atthe hubof star networks, and the use of PABXsfordata traffic was considered in Foundation ReportNo. 26 ♥ Trendsin Voice Communication Systems.Hence,in this report, we concentrate on the last ofthese options, the so-called local area networks.
During the pasttwo yearsorso, interestin local areanetworks has grownrapidly. Before we review theavailable types of local area networks we firstexamine the reasons why potential users are sointerested in them. We then provide three casehis-tories of experience with local area networks. Theseparticular networks use three very different trans-mission techniques. Finally, we review the experi-encesof someother local network users.

THE NEED FOR LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
The burgeoning interest in local area networksstemsfrom the proliferation within organisations ofintelligent terminals, microprocessors and mini-computers, all needing access to the same datafiles, and needing to share commonresources suchas printers.
The demandsthat are placed on networks to inter-connect these devices are becoming morestrin-gent. Such a network may be required to transfer
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files between processors,for example, or to enablean intelligent terminal to access concurrently seve-ral different processorsorfiles. Requirements suchas these call for error-free transmission at higherspeeds than that required for communication be-tween a dumbterminal and a central mainframe.The networkalso needs to be more flexible, either toallow additional devices to be added easily or to en-able existing devices to be moved quickly from oneoffice to another.
In addition, terminals acquired originally for diffe-rent kinds of applications (such as informationretrie-val, word processing and process control) need tobe interlinked for some Purposes. Such devices arenotlikely to have been acquired from the same sup-plier and they will use different communicationprotocols. Hence, the local network has to providesome form of protocol conversion.
It needs also to be user friendly so that unskilledOperators can easily set up the calls. And,if anyfaults develop, the network should provide facilitiesto assist the users both to locate the source of thefault and to distinguish between faults in the networkitself and those within the attached devices.
The emerging local area networks are seen as apromising method of meeting these demands. Inaddition, by providing better communication facili-ties, they provide a big stimulus to the trend towardsdistributed computing.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKPRODUCTS
Local area networks take many forms, and new vari-ants are introduced to the market at frequentinter-vals. It is therefore difficult to define a particular net-work in a way whichis comprehensive and whichdelineates it clearly from other products. But localarea networks tend to have the following technicalcharacteristics in common:
♥They use packet-switching techniques as op-posed to circuit-switching techniques.
♥Their communicationlinks are shared by a multi-plicity of terminals, rather than eachlink beingdedicated to anindividual terminal. (Ring, bus andmesh topologies are used rather than a starformation.)
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♥Their switching and control functions are distri-
buted throughout the network rather than being
concentrated at onepoint.

♥They transmit data at rates in excessof 100kbit/s,
and as high as 20M bit/s.

Within these basic characteristics there are many
options for building local area networks. Figure 13
shows someof the waysthat the different charac-
teristics may be implementedin relation to the diffe-
rent layers of the ISO reference model.
 

Figure 13 Local area network options
 

OSI reference model
 Optionsfor local area networks

 

Level Description

_♥ Topology Star, daisy chain, ring, bus or
mesh

0 Physical Coaxial cable, twisted pair,
multi-core cable or opticalfibre

1 Signalling Basebandorcarrier
(broadband)

1 Physical link Dedicated, frequency-
division multiplexing or time-
division multiplexing

2 Polling or contention
Transmission

$ interface paciets
4 Logical records

S/6/7 Services offered File transfer, electronic mail,
terminal support, resource
sharing, etc.     
 

These options mayin principle be combined in many
different ways but, in practice, certain combinations
are favoured for technical and economic reasons.
There is no completely satisfactory method of
classifying local area networks, but some of the
more useful criteria are:

♥Thephysical natureof the links between devices
(coaxial cable, twisted pairs, multi-core cable or
optical fibres).

♥The topology of the network (mesh, busorring).
♥The data transmission method used ♥ baseband

or modulated carrier (commonly referred to as
broadband).

♥The method adopted for sharing the common
communication channel ♥ polling, contention
resolution techniques suchas carrier-sense mul-
tiple-access with collision detection (CSMA/CD),
token passing or frequency-division multiplexing
techniques.
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♥The natureof the devices to be connected (micro-
computers, minicomputers or mainframes, or
terminals linked to a host computer).

A further possible classification is whether the net-
work is open or closed. A closed networkis one that
interconnects a single supplier's products; an open
network is one that caters for those of several
suppliers. The computer suppliers☂ network archi-
tectures described in the previous chapter are a
particular variety of closed networks that can be
used within a site as well as over a wide area.
Wehave chosento classify local area networks as
baseband bus networks, broadband bus networks
and ring networks. The three casehistories related
later inthis chapter represent these three main cate-
gories. Before we describe the characteristics of
each type, wefirst describe the general features of
local area networks.
General features of local area networks
The local area networks used by the organisations
that we interviewed all made use of a shared wide-
band channel (known as the backbone) which was
installed throughout the site, rather than a star or
mesh networkof dedicatedlines.
Computers are usually connected to the backbone
through a controller and a transceiver, which
matches the electrical signal to the backbone. The
controllers are currently too expensive to be installed
in commercially available terminals and, for this rea-
son, terminals are connected to the network through
a multiplexor whichis itself connected to the back-
bone in the same manner as a computer. The multi-
plexors are conventional devices that support data
transmission rates up to 19.2kbit/s. They also allow
the terminal user to establish a network call, and
sometimes they provide protocol conversion.
The key elements in any local area network are the
network controllers. They provide the networkintelli-
gence, and can be usedto provide interfaces with
various processes and programs and also extra
communication services such as data encryption. In
a microcomputer network (known as a micronet),
the network controllers usually are integrated with
the microcomputers to minimise costs.

The functions that are necessary to operatea local
area network are shared betweenthe network con-
trollers. The four main functionsare:

♥Network management.
♥Call establishment.
♥Addressing.
♥Transmission.
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Network management functions include network
configuration, monitoring and control. In small net-
works thesefunctionsare often omitted, but in large
networks a great deal of effort may be devoted to
them.
Mostlocal area networksdo not establish calls inthe
conventional sense but, in some networks, calls are
established and managed by a central switchingunit
(as in a PABX).
The internal addressing schemeused by a local areanetwork needs to be converted to a user-oriented
naming system. This conversion is usually per-formed by a nameserver that maps namesto net-work addresses. The mapping scheme can be
changed, sothat the user does not need to concernhimself with changesin network addresses.
The transmission functions ensure that adequatesignal levels are maintained on the network. Largenetworks require amplifiers (for analogue networks)or repeaters (for digital networks), and broadbandcables require equipmentat the head end to providefrequency conversion. Also, polled networks requireacentralpolling unit. In addition, a gatewayfunctionis required when traffic is transmitted from one net-work to another ♥ evenif both networks are of thesamekind.

Baseband bus networks
As the name implies, baseband bus networks con-sist of a common bus (normally a coaxial cable).Basebandsignalling (which provides a single com-munication channel) is used, and devices are con-nected to the cable by meansofsuitable interfaceunits.
The devices share the communication channel byusing a contention-based access protocol such asCSMAICD.With such a protocol, each interface unitchecks whether the communication channelis freebefore it transmits data to another unit. If two unitstry to transmit simultaneously they both recognisethe conflict, and they both wait for a short (but ran-dom)period of time before attempting to retransmitthe data.In this way,it is unlikely that they will then☁collide☂ again. A further refinement is achieved byallocating different priorities to different devices.Thepriorities are set by including a fixed delay intheunit in addition to the random time element.
Oncea unit has seized the communication channelthe full bandwidth is available to it, and data may betransferred at the bus transmission speed. Base-band bus networksare therefore particularly suitedfor applications that have a high peak-to-averagedata transfer rate. One drawback of baseband busnetworksis that their performance does not degradegracefully as the sum of the demandsfrom the de-
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vices approaches the maximum Capacity of thecable.
Basebandbus networksare the cheapestlocal areanetwork option for any required data transmissionrate. They are used therefore both for the cheapestlocal area networks ♥ the micronets ♥ and for thefastest networks such as Hyperchannel (which isused to interconnect mainframe computers).
Micronets allow several microcomputers to com-municate with one anotherand with shared periphe-rals such as discsorprinters attached to the micro-computers. The cost of a micronetinterface unitvaries from about $200 to more than $2,000 (about$600is typical). Most micronets can be used onlywith onetype of microprocessor and usually they donot support terminals that are connected directly tothe network.
Ethernet, developed by Xerox, is a well-knownexample of a baseband bus network which has beenconfigured to interconnect minicomputers. Figure14 illustrates a simple Ethernet configuration. Ether-net uses coaxial cable and operates at 10Mbit/s.Each cable may be up to 550 metresin length andseveral cables maybe linked into a single ☁ether☂.
The Ethernet standard is being promotedbyIntel,DEC and Xerox, and has been adoptedby other sup-pliers including Hewlett-Packard, Nixdorf, ICL andCase. Ungermann-Bass has developed a terminalsupport network, Net/One, whichis compatible withEthernet, and Net/One has been adopted by Case asthe basis for its Casenet productline.
The most widely installed type of baseband buslocalarea network, however, is the Datapoint ARCInter-processor Bus (IB). This product was designedSpecifically to interconnect Datapoint computingandoffice automation products. The ARCIB is not atrue bus becauseits topology consists of a series ofinterconnected star networks. Nevertheless, itslogical behaviour is that of a bus. ARC IBs can beinterconnected by low-speed lines, which may becontrolled by Datapoint☂s Infoswitch PABX.

Broadband bus networks
In broadband bus networks, the coaxial cable busCarries several simultaneous communicationchannels. The data is transmitted as one or moremodulated carriers, and radio-frequency modemsare usedto interface devicesto the bus. Within anyOne of the communication channels, conten-tion-based protocols may be used in the same wayas with basebandbus networks. Such protocols areused to connect terminals to the Sytek Local NetSystem 20 (at 128k bit/s) and to interconnect compu-ters via the Local Net System 40 (at 2M bit/s). A con-
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 Figure 14 A typical Ethernet local area network
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1. Each coaxial cable segment can be up to 500 metres long. Segments may be connected by repeaters and gateways upto a total
length of 2,500 metres.

2 Transceivers isolate the controllers and host processors from the cable. They comprise line receivers and drivers and packet
collision detectors

3. The screened multi-core cable contains power supply for the transceivers and circuits for transmitted and received signals and
collision detection signals.

4. The controllers implementthelink level of the ISO reference model.
Software that implementsthe higherlevels (3to 7) of the ISO reference modelis required in the host processors.Up to 100 (approxi-
mately) host processors may be connectedto one Ethernet
 

tention protocol is also used in the Wanglocal area
network (Wang Band, which operatesat 12M bit/s).
The flexibility of the broadband bus approachallows
a variety of dissimilar services to co-exist ona single
physical cable. Wang Netis a broadband cable sys-
tem that uses circuit-switching techniquesto allo-
cate one frequencyto a pair of attached devices for
the duration of a connection. The cable used for
Wang Net can be shared by a Wang Band network,
video channels, speech channels and soforth.
Broadband local area networks tend to be more
expensive than baseband networksfor a given data
rate. This type of local area network has been used
more widely for communication between terminals
and host computers than for communication
between computers.

Ring networks
Local area networks based on the ring principle
transmit data from one station to the next around a
continuous bus. Communicationis therefore always
in one direction (thatis, it is simplex).

In most ring networks data is transmitted in ☁mini-
packets☂ whosesizeis restricted to about 20 bytes.
The small packetsize leads to high communication
overheads but also to fast transmission times. A
wide variety of methods are used to control access
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to ring networks. The most common methodsin-
clude empty slot (used with the Cambridge Ring),
register insertion (used with the Hasler SILK) and
token passing (used with the Apollo Domain). Figure
15 overleaf shows how these three methodsdiffer.
In some ring networks, notably in the Cambridge
Ring, the minipackets return to the transmitter witha
positive or negative acknowledgement that indi-
cates whether or not the packet has been read by
the receiving station.
Basebandsignalling is generally used with ring net-
works, but a wider variety of physical cabling is used
than for bus networks. (Twisted pairs, coaxial cable
and optical fibre cable are all used.)
A ring network can continueto operateonly if each
station in the ring remains operational. It is never
possible to guaranteethereliability of electronic de-
vices and, for this reason, some manufacturers (for
example, Hasler and Racal) have provided their
rings with alternative routes. In this way, a faulty
station or cable segment can be by-passed.
A ring using minipacketsis able to offer two types of
service to attached devices:
♥Abyte stream, whichis an unstructured stream of

minipackets.
♥A packet mechanism that imitates those used in

buses.
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 Figure 15 Access control methodsforring local area networks
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Host processors can transmit only whenthey detect a passingemptyslot. Slots are of fixed length and several canbe on the ringat one time.

Host processors can transmit a messageto (or remove a mes-sage from) the ring whentheyhold the ☁token☂. (The token is aspecialbit pattern transmitted roundthering.) The host holds thetoken until it receives back the packetsit transmitted. The receiv-ing host reads the packets intendedforit as they circulate pastThere is only one messageon the ring at anyonetime, but it canbe of variable length.

When

a

host processorwantsto transmit a message,it delaysin-coming messagesin the input buffer whileit inserts its own mes-Processors
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here

sage after the end of the previous messagereceived.

 

The Cambridge Ringis the best knownof this type oflocal area network. This product is now being manu-factured by several suppliers and in a variety offormsto suit different kinds of application. The Cam-bridge Ring operates at 10M bit/s (though higherrates would be easy to achieve) and can be used tointerconnect minicomputers and microcomputers.
Other ring networksinclude Xionics☂ XiNet, the CM/1ring for IBM Series 1 computers, and the recently an-nounced Hasler SILK, which offers voice switchingas well as data transmission facilities.
Summary ofproducts
Weconcludethis section on local area network pro-ducts by presenting in figure 16a representative listof the products currently on offer. (The figure doesnot include products based ondata circuit switchesor PABXs.) For each productthe figure shows keyCharacteristics such as the maximum distance
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spanned, the transmission medium, the accessingschemeandthetypeof configuration (ring or bus).

EXPERIENCE WITHA BROADBANDNETWORK
The broadband cable system in this casehistory hasbeeninstalled in two manufacturing locations by theautomobile manufacturerthat was the subject of theDecnetcasehistory on pages 24 and 25. TheinitialCable wasinstalled before the Decnet system. Thisbroadband system is perhaps not a completelytypical local area network, because the system pro-vides point-to-point links instead of a flexible net-workof interconnections. The experiencerelatedistherefore more relevant to the use of broadbandtransmission cable rather than to the full facilitiesthat are offered by true local area networks. Never-theless, we believe that the experience of thismanufacturer is relevant because of the longer
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 Figure 16 Somelocal area network products
 

 

 
 

     
Supplier Network Maximum! Transmission Accessing Transmission Maximum Approximate? Major Configurationname distance medium scheme speed number of price per application typespanned connections connection ($)

Apollo Domain 3,250 feet Baseband Token passing] 10M bit/s Over 100 39,000 Scientific and RingComputer coaxial cable (includes educationInc Apolloz computer)
Corvus Omninet 4,000feet Twisted-pair Carrier- 1M bit/s 64microcom- 500to 1,000 Officeauto- Bus
Systems wire sense multiple} puters and mation andInc access vendor's education(CSMA) peripherals
Datapoint Attached 4miles Coaxialcable| Token passing] 2.5Mbit/s 255 NA General BusCorporation resource purposecomputer(ARC)
IBMGeneral Series/t ring 5,000 feet Coaxial cable CSMA/CD 2M bitis 16seriesiis 3,825 Data RingSystems between variation processingDivision Series/1s
Interactive Videodata 40 miles Broadband Time-division 100kbit/sper 248 per 600 to 900 General Bus
Systems/3M coaxial cable multiplexing channel channel purpose
Logica Ltd. Polynet NA Baseband Emptyslot 10M bitis NA 1,600 Data Ringcoaxial cable processing
Nestar Cluster/One 1,000 feet 16-wire cable CSMA/CD 240k bitls 65 Apple 395 Small Several typesSystemsInc. (flat ribbon, micro- businesstwisted-pair, computers

or round-shieldedbundle)
SytekInc. Locainet 5 to 20 miles Broadband CSMAICD 128kbit/s to 16,000 to 500 General Bus(System 20 coaxial cable 2M bit/s 64,000 purposeand System40)
Ungermann- Net/One 4,000 feet Baseband CSMAICD 4or10Mbitis 200 50010 1,000 Office and BusBassInc coaxial cable dataprocessing
Wang Wangnet 2miles Broadband CSMAICD Q.6kbitisto 512toseveral 400to1,500 General BusLaboratories coaxial cable and FDM 12M bitls thousand, purposeInc. depending on

band andequipment
Xerox Ethernet 1.5 miles Baseband CSMAICD 10M bit/s 100to 1,000, 1,200 Office BusCorporation coaxialcable depending on

traffic     
Notes: 1. Repeaterswill be required for the long distances.

2. The price per connectionis notdirectly comparable betweenthe networks becauseofthe differencesin the devices connectedto the networks.
NA =notavailable.

(Source: Data Communications, December 1981)
 

period of time over which its broadband cable
system has beenin use.
Data communication application
Initially, the broadband system was usedto link
some 200 terminals to a central computerat one of
the largest manufacturing plants in the United King-
dom. There was no requirement to switch the termi-
nals to any other computeror to each other. There
was a need, however, to be able to re-locate termi-
nals easily and to add further terminals, or possibly
other communication traffic (including video and
speech) to the system.
Reasonsforusing broadband cable
The main reasonsfor using a broadband cable were
as follows:
♥A conventional star network would have required
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considerably more cabling in the very large manu-
facturing plant.

♥Astar network of dedicated cables would also
have been muchless flexible when terminals
needed to be added or moved, becauseof the
cabling changes required.

♥The coaxial cable used was simple to install. It
could be attached to the roof supports without the
needfor ducting or conduits.

♥The bandwidth of the cable could cater for addi-
tional communications traffic (such as video or
speech channels) if the need should arise. It
seemed sensible to include spare capacity to
avoid the need for further large expenditure on
another networkfor the plant in the future.

The system selected wasthe Interactive Systems
Inc. (ISI) Videodata system. At the time the decision
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was made (1977), Videodata was the only product
that met the requirements of this company. The
company had seen a Videodata system installed in
one of the Ford Motor Company☂splants in the Uni-
ted States and so they werenotthefirst pioneersin
its use. The commercial arrangement, however,
was that the company should purchaseits system
from Ferranti in the United Kingdom. Ferranti were
to be the United Kingdom distributor of the Video-
data system for industrial applications.

Implementation of the Videodata system
Theinitial system, installed by the end of 1979, re-quired aboutsix kilometres of cable. Theinstallationwasstraightforward, as have been extensionsto thesystem and re-routeing of the cable. A secondsmaller system (four kilometres of cable) wasinstalled at a second factory at the beginning of1980, whereit provides the physicallink for the Dec-net system describedin the previous casehistory.
Problems encounteredin using the Videodatacable
Several technical problems have been encounteredwith the use of the Videodata cable, and the mainonesarelisted below:

♥When

a

branching unit is introduced into thecable it needs to be terminated correctly, inorderto avoid interference which would affectthe totalperformanceof the cable. Similar problems canoccur if amodemis not terminated correctly.
♥Frequencydrift in the radio-frequency modemsCausesinterference on adjacent channels.
♥Thesystem wassupplied without any diagnosticaid, makingit very difficult to locate faults. Oneproblem concerned a faulty modem that wastransmitting permanently. It proved particularlydifficult to locate the modemthat wasthe sourceof the problem. The companyhastherefore de-veloped its own equipmentto locatefaults and totest new equipment. (Ferranti have subsequentlydeveloped similar equipment.) Nonetheless,itwould still be desirable to have diagnostic aidsbuilt into the cable modems. For example, theStaff within the manufacturing division of the com-pany attemptto service the modems themselves,but they have to call on the central computerser-vice departmentto locatefaults.
♥Thereis no easy wayto switch to a standby sys-tem if a fault develops in the cable head-end. Asaresult, all processing associated with the head-end mustbeinterrupted until the change-overiscompleted.
♥In practice, the modems must not be more than30 to 60 metres awayfrom the cable.
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♥ Because of the layout of the cable network, all
terminals connected to a branchof the cable be-
yond an amplifier are put out of action if the ampli-
fier developsa fault.

Experience has shownthatfaults are more likely tooccurafter the system has been disturbed in anyway. For this reason,the system is left switched onfor as long as possible. The companyhasalso ex-perienced faults just after the cable has been ex-tended, although this problem could be due to thesupplier sub-contracting the work to people who areless familiar with the system.
Benefits from using Videodata
Despite the technical problems, the Videodata sys-tem has proved to be a very flexible network.Re-routeing and extending the cable have proved tobe easytasks, provided that the modified installationis properly tested before the system is put back intouse. Such modifications usually have been com-pleted within a weekend ♥ which would not havebeen possible, for example, with a network based ontwisted-pair cables. Also, and despite the lack ofdiagnostic aids within the system, the companybelieves that faults have been easier to locate andrepair than with a conventional twisted-pair network.
Twisted-pair cabling would have cost approximatelytwice as muchtoinstall as the Videodata cable, andit would have cost more to re-locate suchcables.
Costs of using Videodata
Whenthefirst system wasinstalled in 1979 thecabling, including amplifiers but excluding modems,cost about $100,000toinstall (that is, about $1 7,000per kilometre of cable). The modems cost about$1,000 each, giving a total of about $300,000 for thecomplete system.
The second system, installed in 1980, cost about$45,000for the cabling and amplifiers (that is, about$12,000 per kilometre of cable). The total cost in-cluding the modemswasabout $85,000.
Ferranti charges

a

fixed fee of £3,500 ($7,000) perannum for maintaining the system plus £200 ($400)per repair and £250 ($500) per man-dayof support.

EXPERIENCEWITHA BASEBAND BUS LOCALAREA NETWORK
The local area network that is the subject of thisCase history has beeninstalled within the centralComputing and Technical Services Departmentof alarge public utility in the United Kingdom. Thisdepartmentacts as a consultant to various regionalcomputing centres, andis involved in formulating
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the plans for the computing facilities within the
utility. It is concernedalso with all the various kinds
of computer application, from customer billing to
process control and_ specialised scientific
computing.
Data communication application
Users both at the main computer centre (where the
departmentis situated) and at the regional computer
centres of the utility need to use their terminals to
access several different computers. Also, the
utility's laboratories need to retrieve data files for
local access by a variety of terminals and micropro-
cessors. The regional centres are considering the
potential of local area networks to act as the com-
munications medium for electronic mail between
communicating word processors. The local area
network installed at the central departmentis being
used to gain experience of such a network before
any decision is made about which networks would
be mostsuitable for the regional offices and labora-
tories.

Reasonsforchoosing a baseband bus network
The local network had to provide a switching func-
tion, because any user might want to connecthister-
minal to any other device on the network. The cen-
tral department was aware of the present uncer-
tainty about standards for local area networks.It
knew that this uncertainty could mean that the
chosen network would have to be modified when
standards were agreed. Thusthe costof the chosen
network had to be low enough to enableit to be writ-
ten off if the network could not be modified to meet
the agreed standards. The requirement for a low-
cost networkthat could provide a switching function
led the utility to choose a baseband network rather
than a broadband network.
A bus topology was chosen becausethe central de-
partment was concerned aboutthe reliability of a
ring-based network. The product selected was the
Ungermann-Bass Net/One, which was available
from a localdistributor, Thame Systems. Net/Oneis
an Ethernet-type network operating at 4M bit/s. The
central department was assured by Thame Systems
that Net/One could be upgraded to operate at 10M
bit/s (thereby makingit compatible with Ethernet)for
a cost of £250 per attached device.

Installation of the Net/One network
Mostof the terminals wereinstalled in offices that
previously had not contained any type of computer
equipment. Manyof the offices either did not have a
suitable power supply outlet or the outlet was not
located in a convenient place for the terminal. The
central department therefore decided to install a
new power circuit to serviceall the offices. Also for
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eachoffice, a cable spur had to be installed between
the Net/One networkinterface unit (NIU) on the bus
and the terminal. The main powercable andthe net-
work bus cable were both installed in a cable tray
attached to the ceiling of the corridor along which
the offices were situated. Holes had to be drilled
through the wall of each office for the cable spurs
from the main cable tray.

Problems encountered in using Net/One
Apart from the physical problemsofinstalling the
cable and power supplies referred to above, four
types of problems were encountered with the
Net/One hardware and software.
1. Net/One hardware problems
The hardware delivered by Thame Systems wasat
first very unreliable. The equipment failed at fre-
quentintervals and, apparently, there was only one
engineer who could diagnose the faults quickly.
Eventually, Thame was persuadedto conduct an ex-
haustive investigation of the faults. As a result, all of
the problems weresolved within about a week and
the equipment has since been reliable.
2. System problems
The utility☂s staff had no previous experience of
Net/One and, because of this lack of experience,
they often were unsure whether system faults were
due to Net/Oneorto their own systems.Thestaff
were therefore reluctant to call for support from
ThameSystemsif they believed the problems might
be causedbytheir own equipment. Also they foundit
difficult to configure the network NIUs to match
each type of terminal, because a complete under-
standing of the terminal-to-computer interface was
required before this could be done. One particular
type of terminal could not be attached to the network
becausethestaff did not have a terminalspecifica-
tion.
3. Operational problems
An operational problem can occur because of the
Net/One log-on procedure.A terminal user first has
to log-on to the network and then log-on to the
computer he wishesto access. It is then very easy
for the userto log-off from the network without log-
ging-off from the computer.This is not considered to
be a serious problem in the development environ-
ment of the central department currently using the
network, but it would be undesirable in normal com-
mercial or administrative user-application areas.
The network software is to be modified to remove
this problem.
Each time the system is switched on the NIU pro-
grams have to be downloaded from the network
operation station via the bus. This operation takes a
relatively long time, and so the system is not
switchedoff unlessit cannot be avoided.
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4. Lost data
A design fault was found in the NIUs whereby data
could be lost whena virtualcircuit was being used.
In addition to the above hardware and software
problems, two serious problems have arisen con-
cerning the original expectations of the product:
♥Thecostof upgrading the system is considerably

morethan the utility had beenled to expectthatit
would be. For example, within a period of three
monthsthe cost of increasing the transmission
speed to 10M bit/s had escalated from the price
mentioned originally (£250 per station) to about
£1,750 per station.

♥Theutility has not been provided with the soft-ware developmenttools for the network that ithad beenled to believe would be available. Thislack of development tools meansthatit is moredifficult for the central departmentto effect somedesirable software modifications. For example,Net/One is provided with software that makesitsuitable only for asynchronousterminals, but thecentral department wouldlike to incorporate pre-viously developed software for computer-to-computer communication. Also, the depart-ment foresaw that some of the regional centresmight askit to develop network software for thedifferent kinds of communications traffic thatthey would have.
Benefits from the use of Net/One
The problems listed above might give an unduly pes-simistic view of the utility☂s experience withNet/One. Nonetheless, once the initial installationproblems had been solved, the network has beeneasy to use and it has been reliable. The utility isawarethat it suffered from the inevitable problemsof being a pioneer user of the product. Thame Sys-tems,as a distributor of anew product,also sufferedfrom aninitial lack of experienceof the product, butoverall Thamehas provided good service and train-ing facilities.
Future plans
The utility foresees thatit may well use differenttypes of local area network for different typesof traf-fic, possibly with gatewayslinking the different net-works.In the future, it may use Net/One only forcomputer-to-terminaldatatraffic.
The utility hopes that its Net/Oneinstallation willhave

a

life of about four or five years, but it is con-cerned because Thame Systems has upgraded theproductit now offers to operate at 10M bit/s (andtherefore to be compatible with Ethernet). The utilityeither hasto pay for its own system to be upgradedat considerable expense(unlessit can negotiate abetter price than Thameis currently quoting) or it
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has to rely on Thame Systems supporting a product
that has now been superseded.

EXPERIENCE WITHA BASEBANDRINGLOCAL AREA NETWORK
A major chemical company that uses many DECPDP 11 computers has been experimenting during1981 with a local area network but, unlike the publicutility, has chosen a ring system in preference to abus-based network. This case history recounts thereasons for this choice and the experience with thering.
Data communicationsapplication
Like the public utility, this company wanted to gainexperienceof the capabilities and problemsof usinga local area networkto interconnectseveral proces-sors and terminals. The aim was to share resourcesbetween the terminals and computers and allowcomplete freedom of access between them. Themajority of the computersto be linked to the networkwere DEC PDP11s.In addition, several ComputerAutomation computers hadto be linkedto the net-work, togetherwith a variety of terminal types.
Reasonforchoosing a ring network
The company chose to experimentwith a ring net-work of the type developed at Cambridge University.There were several reasonsfor choosing a ring net-work in preferenceto a bus:
♥Thesimplicity of a ring seemed more attractivethan the relative complexity of an Ethernet-type ofbus.
♥Thering network uses twisted-pair cables, whichfor this particular company wereeasier toinstallthan coaxial cable.
♥Suitable hardware wasavailable at the time thedecision was made. Also, the company expectedthe price of the ring interface unitsto fall becausea supplier (Ferranti) was planning to produce LSIchipsfor the units.
♥Afewsimilar networks had already beeninstalledand werein operation.In addition, if any problemsarose, the designers of the ring network werereadily accessible at Cambridge University.Furthermore, the company would have accesstoanyfurther facilities for the network as the Univer-

sity researchers developed them.
Implementation of the network
At the time the decision to experiment witha ring net-work was madein 1980, commercial products werenot available. The company therefore commis-sioned a small software company (Top Express) in

 



  
Cambridge to supply the software for the network.
(Top Express employed someof the University re-
searchers who had helped to design the ring net-
work.) The hardware wasspecified by the company
inconjunction with Top Express and wassupplied by
another small Cambridge-based company, Orbis.
The equipmentwasinstalled in two phasesearly in
4981, with theinstallation (including cabling) being
completed in a total of only nine hours. The software
also wasinstalled in two phases, with the low-level
protocols being installed first. The installation of the
software also went very smoothly, and was com-
pletedin a total of eight hours.
Theinitial network included:
♥A monitor station and error logger.
♥A PDP11/34interface unit.
♥A Computer Automationinterface unit.

Problemsin using the ring network
There were only two hardware faults in the first six
months of operation. Oneof these faults did not inter-
rupt the operation of the ring, but the other one was a
failure of a ring transformer. (This fault was detected
and reported by the next station on the ring.) There
were also several software errors, and two of those
errors werestill outstanding at the time we conducted
the interview. The software problems that had been
solved had not proveddifficult to diagnose, and the
support provided by Top Express was very good
(apart from a period when someofthe staff were on
leave during the University☂s summervacation).
Benefits from using the ring network
The company has found the network very easy to
use and simple to extend. Extensions are made by
breaking thering, installing a new station and updat-
ing the name server. Nevertheless, the company
has foundthat extensions require rather more work
than it had anticipated.
The additional facilities that the company antici-
pated are being madeavailable. There is now a gate-
wayfacility that allowsthe ring to be connectedtoan
X.25 network,for example, together with gateways
to link two or more rings together.
The network is providing the experimental experi-
encethat was the main objective of the project.

Future plans
The experimental use of the network had not been
completed at the time we carried out the interview. If
the experiment continues to be successful, the com-
pany will consider purchasing a ready-madeproprie-
tary system rather than involving itself in further
development work.
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Costs of using the network
Thetotal cost of the network was £17,000 ($34,000),
of which £13,000 ($26,000) was for the hardware
and £4,000 ($8,000) wasfor the software. The hard-
ware would cost about half of the original priceifit
were to be purchased now.The software was com-
paratively inexpensive becauseof the experimental
nature of the product.
OTHER EXPERIENCE WITH LOCAL AREA
NETWORKS
Twootherusersof local area networksalso provided
us with information about their experience with
them. Oneuserhad installed a Net/One network and
the other a Cambridge Ring.
The Net/One user had, in co-operation with a soft-
ware house, extendedthe facilities of the network by
adding the HDLC and X.25 protocols to the two
lowest levels of protocol. This network provides
access to a Cometelectronic mail system and to a
shared printer. Once the cable wasin place, the net-
work was easy and quickto install, and modifica-
tions to the network also have been easyto carry
out. The hardwarehas proved to be veryreliable, but
the lack of network managementfacilities is seen as
a definite disadvantage. The only major problem to
arise had been caused by the wrongtype of cabling
beinginstalled, but this was an administrative mis-
take rather than a technicalissue.
The Net/One cannot cater for the forecast volume of
traffic because the style of communication (byte
echoplex) used by the particular application does
not make efficient use of the network capacity. A
change to dual networks using a single broadband
cable is a possible solution to this problem, but the
user has not yet decided on an organisation-wide
strategy for local area networks. Within the same or-
ganisation, for example, there is also a Nestar
micronet that serves 80 Apple computers.

The Cambridge Ring is used by an educational
establishment which chosethering in preference to
an Ethernet-type of network. The network was com-
missioned in mid-1978, and now has 96 terminals
connectedtoit. It allows the end usersto run batch
and interactive programs either on an ICL 2900
mainframe or on DEC Vax and PDP 11 computers,
and it provides gateways to other remote compu-
ters. Microcomputers connected tothe ring can re-
trieve programsand files from the main processors
for local processing.

Both of the above users have hadlittle difficulty in in-
stalling their local networks. However, both net-
works were experimental in nature and the users
were willing to contribute their own technical re-
sourcesto the task of setting them up.
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CHAPTER 6

DATA NETWORKS ♥ THEKEY ISSUES

In the previous four chapters, we reported the re-
sults of our research into the experience of users
with different types of data network.In this chapter
weidentify the most important data network issues
from the user☂s viewpoint. These key issues are dis-
cussed underthree headings:
♥Planning and choosing data networks.
♥Operating and controlling data networks.
♥ Managing the data communication services used

by an organisation.

PLANNINGAND CHOOSING DATANETWORKS
Private data networks have tendedto grow ina hap-hazard way. As new computer applications havebeen implemented, additionallinks or services havebeen added to the networks. The cost of theseadditions has beenjustified by the benefits from theenhanced system. Such an ad hoc responseto userdemands clearly has disadvantages, although itdoes not require any overhead expenditure. Theprimary issue now facing those responsible for datacommunications within an organisation is whetherthe organisation should have a long-term plan orStrategy for the evolution of its data networks. Webelieve that a long-term plan is necessary but,before that plan can be devised, certain other issuesfirst need to be resolved:
♥Theorganisation must decide how far ahead itcan forecast the demand for data communica-tions, and the plan mustthenallow for the inevit-able uncertainty in such forecasts.
♥The organisation must decide if it requires acompletely open networkthat enables any type ofequipment from any supplier to be connected toit. Alternatively, it might decide to restrict itschoice of equipmentto thatof one supplier, or tothat which conformsto certain standards.
♥The organisation must decideif it will construct asingle corporate data network or separate net-works for different applications. Additionally, itneedsto decideif the data network(s) should inte-grate with other corporate networks (such asthose for voice and text).
♥Thetype(or types) of data networkto beinstalled
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must be determined, and the use that will bemadeof public data services mustalso be takeninto account.
♥The network supplier policy must be determined.In particular, the organisation must decidewhetherthe network(s) will be constructed fromequipmentprovidedby a single supplier.

Wenowconsiderin turn the primary issue and theother issues listed above.

Long-term plansfor data communications
The lack of a co-ordinated plan for data communica-tions within an organisation can lead to several prob-lems, including:

♥ Inefficient use of transmission facilities, becausethe possible advantagesof sharing them betweenapplications have not been obtained.
♥Incompatibility both of network and terminalfacilities. Compatibility can be Provided only byreplacing existing equipment.
♥ Inability to respond quickly to requests either forcommunication services for new applications, orfor changesto existing services.This is particu-larly true when new PTT-provided facilities areneeded. Theinstallation lead times for such facili-ties often are several months (and sometimeslonger than a year).

All of the organisations we interviewed agreed thatthere should be

a

strategy,or at least a long-termplan, for data networks. Furthermore, the data net-work plan should not be subservient to the otherbusinessplans and strategies, but should contributeto them. This is particularly true for those busi-nesses where the mode of communicationwith cus-tomers can be changedbytheuse ofon-line compu-ter systems made feasible by new public data ser-vices or by cheaper data networks and terminalequipment.

Somebusinesses(such as airlines) have an obviousneed for on-line systems. But, even in those organi-Sations where the needis not so obvious,there isnow an increasing awareness that data networksare a vital part of their operating infrastructure.
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Forecasting data communications
requirements
The need for a long-term plan implies also the need
to forecast the likely data communication require-
ments. This is no easy task, because data networks
create what is sometimes called the ☁motorway☂
effect. A new data networkis likely to unleash a
latent demand from users that is not apparent until
the network is in use. Moreover, on-line computer
applications often are not a simple replacementfor
an existing manual or batch system, and they may
condition the user☂s behaviour to such an extent that
a totally unexpected pattern of usage emerges.
Because of these uncertainties, the networks
should be provided on the assumptionthat the fore-
casts may besignificantly lower than the actual
usage.It is still worthwhile attempting to produce
forecasts that are as accurate as possible, but the
further into the future the plan extendsthe less accu-
rate the traffic forecastswill be.
The main requirement when producing a long-term
forecastis to identify the nature of the communica-
tions traffic and its geographical distribution, rather
than to predict exacttraffic volumesin termsof bits
per day. Thus, the organisation needsto determine,
for example, when and whereoffice automation pro-
jects are likely to generate electronic mail traffic,
and when professional workstationsare likely to re-
quire accessto corporatedatafiles.

This inherentdifficulty in forecasting the demandfor
data communication facilities emphasises the need
to monitor the actual use that is made of the net-
work. The soonerthe actualtraffic can be compared
with the predictions, the sooner will any potential
inadequacyin the network be revealed.

The user organisations weinterviewed werealsoin
agreement on the need for detailed short-term im-
plementation plans. Networks are now more sophi-
sticated than they used to be, and their implementa-
tion warrants the same attention to detail as that
givento the implementation of the computer appli-
cations themselves. These plans are particularly
important when an existing network is being en-
hanced.In sucha situation, the plans need to consi-
der the impact of the changes on existing network
users so that continuity of service can be main-
tained. They need also to make allowancefor the
humanfactors associated with the change. Existing
end users may needto be trained and persuaded of
the advantages of the new network, and operations
staff may need time to become familiar with the new
monitoring and controlfacilities.

Openor closed networks
The advantages of having a completely open net-
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workare self-evident but, in the absence of well-
defined and agreed communication interface stan-
dards, the networkitself must provide the means to
interconnect the various communication protocols.
Protocol conversion will becomeanincreasingly ex-
pensive componentof the network asthe variety of
terminal devices increases.
Current communication standards define only the
lower layers of the ISO reference model. The
CCITT☂s X-series of recommendations (the best
knownof whichis X.25) has been a most useful and
powerful influence on network layers up to the data
transport layer. But the absence of universally
agreed standards abovethat layer has forced each
supplier to adopt its own specifications. (Suppliers
also have commercial motivesfor defining their own
protocols.)
Although several of the users we interviewed intend
to pursue the goal of a completely open network,
they recognisethatit is likely to take ten (or more)
years before agreement is reached on the higher-
level protocols of the ISO reference model. Their
strategy is to base their current networks on the X.25
Recommendation, and then to adopt the standard
for each new layeras it is defined. Provided that
these organisations monitor continuously the stan-
dard-making activities of the CCITT and ISO, they
should not be faced with the need to make sudden
and possibly catastrophic changes to their net-
works. Also, they must consider carefully (again in
the light of the current standards debate) whetherto
acquire any new equipmentthat does not conform to
their existing protocols. The tendencyinevitablywill
beto limit the range of devices that may be connec-
ted to the network so as to minimise both the
problemsof incompatibility and the costs of protocol
conversion.
The lack of an agreed standard for local area net-
works is another problem for potential users. Regret-
tably, the latest reports from the IEEE sub-commit-
tee that is attempting to define a standard suggest
that agreement ona unique standardis unlikely, and
that there will be several options within the eventual
standard.
Integrated or separate data networks
The ultimate goal of an organisation☂s data com-
munications strategy may be a single all-purpose
network. But in the short term the diversity of data
traffic is likely to be handled better by several dif-
ferent networks. For example, inter-site mainframe
computer applications may be served best by a
private leased-line network based on the computer
supplier☂s proprietary network architecture, whereas
the intra-site traffic generated by various office sys-
tems may haveits ownlocal area network. But, to
operate efficiently, each type of network requires
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the users, and particularly the operators, to have a
thorough understanding of it. For this reason, the
numberof different networks should be kept as
small as possible. Full integration of the diverse
types of data traffic will be achieved over a period of
time by providing gatewaysto interface the separate
networks with each other.

At the physical transmission level the different net-
workswill, however, share the same physicaltrunk
connections so as to minimiseline rental costs. In-
deed, at the lowest layers of the ISO reference
modeldata traffic may share transmissionlines withvoice traffic. In the future, there will be scope alsofor integrating data and text (and possibly facsimile
as well) at the higher networklevels.
The potential for integrating different modes of com-municationsclearly has implications for the wayinwhich data communications should be managed,and also for its relationship with other communica-tions functions within the organisation.
Typesof data network
The user experience that we haverelated in thisreport doesnot suggestthatthere is any one type ofnetwork(either forinter-site or intra-site communi-cation) that is preferable to all others. Although initialproblems had been encountered with many of thenetworks, they had all eventually proved to have noserious long-term disadvantage in terms of perfor-mance. From the user experience we concludethatthe criteria that should be used when an organisa-tion chooses a network typeare the nature of the ap-plicationsit is to serve, and the availability of suit-able networks for those applications. Other factorsto consider are the cost of the networkrelative toother offerings and the constraints imposed by theexisting computers that are to be connected to thenetwork.
For someparticularly vital communication applica-tionsit is advisable to base the network plans on twodistinct types of network, so that one type can pro-vide a fall-back should the other one fail. Some or-ganisations may, for example, choose to use apublic data network as the fall-back for a privatededicated leased-line network.
The user experience that we researched showedthat for public data networks there was no reasonforpreferring packet switchingto circuit switching. Themain reasons for choosing one or the other wereavailability and geographic coverage(in particular,the ability to connectto foreign networks).
An organisation that chooses to use a public net-work should be awarethatit will have less controlthanit has over its own private network. Somepublicnetwork users have experienced problems, particu-
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larly whentheinitial demand for a new service hasexceeded the PTT☂s expectations. The PTTsare dis-covering that data services require a higher levelofsupport than traditional telephone services, andalso a higher level of supplier involvement. Beforethey can satisfy completely the demandsoftheirpublic data network customers, the PTTshavefirstto acquire knowledge of and expertise in runningthose networks.
Network supplierpolicy
No standards apply to the specification of networkcontrol systems and, to gain the most benefit fromthe network monitoring and control aids that areavailable, organisations have to purchaseallof theirdata transmission equipment froma single supplier.Manyorganisations are uneasy about dependenceon a single supplier and, in any event, there may beno one supplier that can meetall the organisation☂sneeds. One organisation we interviewed restrictedthe range of modems and multiplexors used to asingle supplier, but the data switch it needed had tobe purchased from another source because themodem supplier did not have such a deviceinits pro-ductline. This organisation was keen torestrict therange of equipmentto a single supplier for anotherreason. If equipment from different suppliers is usedthen additional time may belost in tracing faults.
Data transmission equipment is now very reliable,and some users are questioning the need for main-tenance contracts. Other users, however, had foundit necessary to apply considerable pressure tosomeof the newer suppliers in the market in order to ob-tain an adequate maintenanceservice.

OPERATINGAND CONTROLLING DATANETWORKS
Wenowturn from the planning of data networks totheir day-to-day operation. The primary issue foroperating and controlling a data network is whether
to have a central control group for the whole net-work, or separate network operations groups foreach site. Other key issues that users have found to
be important are:
♥Traffic managementand accesscontrol.
♥Changecontrol.
♥tThedistinction between network development

and routine network operation.
♥Educationandtraining of network operationstaff.
♥Security and privacy.
Asin the previous section, we now discuss eachof
theseissuesin turn.
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Centralisation of network operations
Most organisations would not question the need to
centralise and co-ordinate the planning of their data
networks. There is, however, not such a clear-cut
argument for centralising the day-to-day operation
and control of the network. Nevertheless, many or-
ganisations have adopted a centralised approach,
becauseofthe relative shortage of people possess-
ing the high levels of technicalskill associated with
the more sophisticated network products. In a cen-
tralised approach, however, the necessary tech-
nical aids must be available to the central staff to
enable them to monitor and control the network from
one location. The specialised network control sys-
tems described earlier in chapter 4 and someof the
computer suppliers☂ network architectures, such as
SNA,do offer this type of facility. SNA is particularly
flexible in that the network control and diagnostic
software can be accessedby a terminal connected
to any nodeof the network.
Another advantage of centralised network opera-
tions is that all contact with suppliers (whetherof pri-
vate equipment or public services) can be chan-
nelled through a single department.
But centralised control is against the general trend
towards decentralisation, both of computer proces-
sing and of company organisation as a whole. An in-
herent danger with centralised control is that the
networkwill place restrictions on the users☂ activi-
ties. To be truly useful a network must meet the
needsof all of its users.
Traffic managementandaccess control
Wereferredearlier to the difficulties of forecasting
data traffic. This difficulty is often due to the motor-
way effect as unexpected users (and uses) emerge
oncethe networkis operational. To prevent the net-
work becoming overloaded,the data traffic should
be monitored on a routine basis, and the actual
traffic should be compared with that forecast. Also,
accessto the network should be controlled from the
start of operation. (The needs to monitor traffic and
to control access are, of course, additional argu-
mentsfor centralising the operation of the network.)

If the network operations department does not
attempt to measure and control the usage of the net-
work, itis likely to be faced with apparently ad hocre-
quests for extra capacity at short notice. It will only
be able to react to demandsforits service, rather
than anticipate them.
Changecontrol
For reasons similar to those advocated abovefor
measuring and controlling the usage of the network,
webelieve that organisations also should adopt a
standard procedure for changing the networkor the
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way in which devices are connectedto the network.
One large user we interviewed is adopting a pro-
cedure wherebyall new requests for data communi-
cation services are submitted as logical require-
ments. The central network service function then
determines the most economic and practical wayof
meeting the logical needs.
A formal procedure for requesting network changes
should avoid the problems caused by several sepa-
rate (and substantial) system changes being
planned to occur simultaneously.
Developmentand routine operation of
networks
Inthe past, many organisations foundthat their data
processing systems appeared to be in a continual
state of development.This situation was caused bya
failure to delineate clearly between the develop-
ment of a new system and the routine operation that
should follow its implementation. A similar situation
now exists in some organisations regarding the de-
velopmentof new networks. If there is no clear boun-
dary between the development (and implementa-
tion) of a new network and its routine operation,then
the causes of operational faults (and the responsi-
bilities for curing them)will not be clear.
This does not meanthat network development and
operations activities should be divorced completely
from each other, any more than computer system
development should be isolated from computer
operations, There shouldstill be a dialogue between
the two. If a networkis to be run efficiently, it should
be designed with the needsofthe operatorsin mind.
One organisation we interviewed gives its network
operationsstaff the power to veto any proposed net-
work changes which theybelieve will result in their
not being able to operate the networkefficiently.

Education andtraining
There are an increasing numberof elements in any
data communication path between a terminal anda
processor.This implies that thoseinvolvedin the de-
sign and debugging of networks (network engineers
and computer systemsstaff) require a comprehen-
sive knowledgeof the complex communication soft-
ware used to control the path. One user weinter-
viewed arranges for network operationsstaff to be
involved in the implementation of all new computer
applications that require communication facilities.
The aim is to provide the networkstaff with a better
understandingof the applications so theywill be ina
stronger position to solve any communication prob-
lems that may occur with them.
Security andprivacy
Most of the users we interviewed had considered
ways in which they could prevent their data net-
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works being used to gain unauthorised access to
their computer systems. None of the experience
quoted suggested that any particular methods were
better or more necessary than others. Most or-
ganisations did not use data encryption techniques;
instead, they were contentto rely on user-identity
numbers and passwords. The decision whether to
use data encryption seemedto be a function of the
perceived degree of security associated with the
application rather than of any evidencethatidentity
numbers and passwords were inadequate. For ex-
ample, applications involving financial transactions
are more likely to use encrypted data transmission
than are manufacturing applications.

MANAGING DATA COMMUNICATION
SERVICES
Probably the most important issue associated with
managing the data communications facility within
an organisationis that of how to justify and payfor it.
In this respect, the data communicationsfacility has
the same problems as any other company-wide ser-vice, such as the internal telephone network or the
data processing department. Thefacility is there to
provide user departments with whatever they want,
but it must operate at a realistic cost. We believe
that, at the least, a notional charge must be madeforany service provided, even if no funds actually
change hands.
Billing user departments for data communicationservices is an attractive method of controlling theservices. It encourages user departmentsto intro-duce only those data communication applicationsthat are justified, while at the same time encourag-ing the data communications department to providethe network as economically as possible. But a long-term view needsto be taken by the data communica-tions departmentwhenit sets the tariffs for internalservices. To establish a generalfacility will almostcertainly involve greater initial expenditure than thatrequired to provideonly the particular services thatare needed. If the user departments are asked tobear the full cost of a generalservice, then they maychoose to use the public networks, or they mayinstall their own data networks because they believethat the centrally provided service is too expensive.Moves such asthese will exacerbate the costingproblem of the central service becausetheywill re-duce the potential for economiesof scale.
The data communications department thereforeneeds to marketits services (except perhaps in themost autocratic of establishments). It should con-vince the potential users that it can provide a betterservice than anyalternative network, and it shouldrespond to their needs rather thantry to controlthem. The data communications department needs
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also to educate senior management and users about
the long-term benefits of a professionally run inter-
nal central service.

The department does, however, needto workin co-
operation both with the computerservices and end-
user departments to agree an internal set of stan-dardsfor the equipmentthat is permitted to connectto the network. In addition, procedures need to beagreedfor:
♥ Extending the network.
♥Adding newusersto the network.
♥Operating the equipment connectedto the net-work.
♥Reporting faults, and bringing more serious andpersistent faults to the attention of managementand suppliers.
♥Adopting new softwarein devices connected tothe network.
A broader issue is whether it is sensible to divorceentirely the managementof a data communicationsnetwork from the management of other telecom-munication services. Several user organisationsmentioned that the biggest problem facing an or-ganisation wishing to integrate speech, data,message and other communication networks maynot be a technical problem at all. The problem ismorelikely to be concernedwith the traditional or-ganisation of the company.
Historically, telecommunications facilities oftenhave been the responsibility of an administrative,secretarial or site services department, whereasdata communicationfacilities have tended to be theresponsibility of the data processing function. Theexisting telecommunications staff have perhapsprovided only an interface between the data com-munications specialist and the PTT for ordering the
PTT-supplied lines and equipment.
The users we interviewed did not express strongviewsabout the urgency of resolving the organisa-tional conflicts. Nevertheless, we believe that or-ganisations should begin as soon as possible theProcess of bringing the separate telecommunica-tion responsibilities together. Only in this way canorganisations prepare themselves to take advan-tage of the opportunities thatwill be provided by thewider availability of products integrating voice anddata, and by the provision of integrated services digi-tal networks by the PTTs.
Severalof the organisations that we interviewed hadrecognised the inadequacyof their data communi-cations control, and haveinstituted studies to rede-fine the role of the data communications functionwithin the organisation.
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CHAPTER7

GUIDELINES FOR DATA COMMUNICATION MANAGERS

In chapter6 weidentified a wide range of issues that
users of data networks needto resolve. In this final
chapter of the report we summarise the main les-
sons that emerge from our research by presenting a
series of guidelines that data communication mana-
gers can use whenthey set about resolving those
issues. The guidelines are presented under three
headings:
♥Long-term plans and strategy.
♥Medium-term plans.
♥Operationof the network.

The guidelines are not intended to be complete pre-
scriptions. We have examined the issues from only
one perspective ♥ that of the experienceof a rela-
tively small sample of users. Hence, these guide-
lines need to be used in conjunction with an assess-
ment of how an organisation expects its own data
communication needs to grow, and also withinfor-
mation about how the technology, products and ser-
vices are expected to developin the next five to ten
years.
Inmany ways the guidelines are similarto those that
apply to any data processingapplications. This simi-
larity reflects the increasing sophistication of data
networks and the trend for data networksto be per-
ceived as a company-wideservice.

LONG-TERM PLANS AND STRATEGY
1. Organisations need to recognise that the data

communications function will change from one
that provides ad hoc services for particular
applications,to one that providesa utility service
to the company as a whole. At present manyor-
ganisations do notplan ahead for their data com-
munication facilities other than to provide short-
term palliatives for day-to-day problems and
needs. The impending changein the basic nature
of the corporate data communications function
will force organisations to place a greater empha-
sis onlong-term plans and strategies for providing
the service. In the future, data communications
will require at least as much managementatten-
tion as other company-wide services, such as the
internal telephone network.

2. Responsibility for the provision andefficient use
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of data communication services (via private or
public networks) should be given to one clearly
defined part of the organisation. Ideally this
should be the part that is responsible also for the
provision and use of other telecommunication
facilities. Integrating responsibilities in this way
will anticipate the eventual integration into a
single physical network of speech, data, text,
facsimile, and other forms of communication.

. The long-term data communications strategy
should attempt to set out a blueprint of the ulti-
mate networkfacilities required by the organisa-
tion. In particular, it should identify the paths
along which to migrate towards an open network
environment. Like all long-term plans, the data
communications strategy will need to be re-
viewedat intervals to take account of changesin
the business. The strategy will also need to bere-
viewedin the light of the new products and ser-
vices that are expectedto be available, and in the
light of the progress made towards agreeing stan-
dards for the higher levels of the ISO reference
model.

. The data communication strategy should not be
formulated simply on the basis of the forecast
needsof the data processing department and the
rest of the organisation. Instead, the strategy
should be developed in conjunction withthe over-
all business plans, which in turn should take
accountof the business opportunities madeavail-
able by developments in data communications.

. The long-term plan should consider the way in
which user departments will be charged for their
use of the data communications service. A long-
term view should be taken in determining the
internal charges. For example, the charging
structure should not be designed to recover com-
pletely the initial investment costs during the
period in whichthey are incurred.

. The long-term data communication requirements
should not be specified as detailed traffic fore-
casts. Instead, they should be expressed in terms
of the different types of datatraffic (speed,type of
data call and geography). Defining the require-
mentsin this waywill allow networksto be speci-
fied in terms of wide-area and local area compo-
nents, andin termsof the most appropriate points
for gateways between components.
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7. The long-term strategy should set out the wayin
which additions and amendmentsto existing net-
works should be authorised and controlled. Acen-
tralised control mechanism is desirable (though
not essential) but, whatever the mechanism, or-
ganisations shouldinstitute a set of standard pro-
ceduresfor:
♥Authorising changesto the network.
♥Authorising the attachmentof any new devices

to the network.
♥Authorising changes in the software of at-

tached devices, if it could affect the communi-
cation functions.

♥Authorising new users to accessthe network.
♥ Dealing with faults, including the steps to be

followed in tracking and clearing persistent
faults.

The operation of such procedures may, of course,
be delegated to the separate operating units as
appropriate. Nevertheless there should be a
central co-ordinating mechanism that ensuresthat several major changesto the network do notoccur simultaneously. (Foundation Report No.21contained

a

blueprint for a corporate communica-tions strategy that suggested a possible sub-divi-sion of the responsibility for data and other net-works.)
8. Although the ultimate goal may be a completelyopen network, it will be necessary to control therange of equipment (in terms of suppliers andprotocols used) that may be connected to theexisting networks. This control is particularlyimportantif proprietary network control systemsare tobe installed. Once again, this does not implythat every purchase of terminals or data trans-mission equipmentshould be referred toa centralbody for approval. But the central body should atleastlist the approved equipment, protocols andinterfaces that can be supported by the networks.Such

a

list must be definedin sufficient detail toavoid incompatibility. For example, to specify that☜all SNA products☂☝☂ can be attached is toogeneral.
9. The organisation☂s data network standardsshould be reviewed regularly in the light of newinternational standards as these are agreed byCCITT, ISO and other bodies.

MEDIUM-TERM PLANS
1. When specific additions or changes to existing

networks are being considered, detailed traffic
forecasts are essential. However, those respon-sible for implementing the additions or changes
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must treat the predictions with caution. Theseforecasts should be used as a standard againstwhich the actual traffic can be compared once
the change has been made, so that gross mis-
takes in the planned capacity of the network can
be rectified as soon as possible.

2. Detailed plans are required for the successful
and promptinstallation of a data network. Dueallowance should be madein the plansfor:
♥ Late delivery of equipmentandlines.
♥Problems causedbyinexperience (both by thesupplier and by the organisationitself) in usingany new productor service.
♥Theneedto provide an uninterrupted service

to existing users of the network.
♥The need to educate the end users and con-vince them of the advantages of the amended

or new networkfacility.
3. The user experience related in this report showsthat there are no obvious reasons for rejectingany particular type of wide-area or local area net-work.In all the case histories in this report, theusers reported eventualsatisfaction with the net-works they had chosen. The user experienceshows that the new local area networks havebeeninstalled with fewer difficulties than mighthave been expected. One general lesson toemerge from the case histories is that organisa-tions should be aware of the dangers of being apioneer user ♥ particularly if the chosen networkis a public data network. The most importantcriteria for selecting a data networkfacility are tochoose a network approachthat bestsuits the ap-plication and to choosea stable supplier.
4. Someorganisations will, nevertheless, choose tobe pioneer users of a new product produced byarelatively new supplier. In this situation, theorganisation should join forces with the otherpioneer users of that product so that, if neces-sary, the supplier can be pressuredinto providinga better service or eliminating any persistentfaults in the equipment.
OPERATION OF THE NETWORK
1. Operational staff should be involved, if atall pos-sible, in planning and implementing all new net-workapplications. At the planning stage,the net-work operations staff can contribute their viewson any problemsthat the proposed change or ad-ditions might cause. During the implementationstage, operational staff can becomefamiliar withthe new applications, so that they are better pre-pared to deal with any network operation faultsthat may occur.
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2. Because all network products have some draw- ♥The degreeof user friendliness of the facility.
backs, a thorough analysis of all the features of
each potential product or service should be made 3. Procedures should be well defined for handing
before a particular facility is selected. Specific over the network from the development and im-
features that should be examinedare: plementation stages to the stage of routine opera-

tion. These procedures should be similar to those
♥Network monitoring features. used for data processing applications.
♥Fault location aids. a 4. Organisations should seriously consider using a♥Network managementstatistics. centralised network control system for wide-area
♥Documentation and training. networks.
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CONCLUSION

The purposeof this report was to assist data com-
munication users to select the most appropriate
form of network products and services, in the light of
user experiencewiththe different types of data net-
works and productsthat are available today.
The experience documented in this report has
shownthat usersofall types of data communication
products and services have reported success in
using them (although there may have been initial
teething problems). It has shown also that no one
type of product or service is preferable. Rather, it
has shownthat organisations need to evaluate the
range of products and services that are now avail-
able against their own particular applications re-
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quirements. To assist data communication mana-
gers to perform this evaluation, the report con-
cluded with a set of guidelines that can be used
when organisations set about resolving the key
issues identified in the report.

A commonthread that emerged from the user ex-
perience wasthat data communication costs are ac-
counting for an ever-increasing proportion of the
total data processing budget. Organisations are now
more conscious of the benefits to be gained from
searching both for cheaper networks and for more
efficient ways of using their existing networks. The
user experiences documentedin this report will pro-
vide valuable input to that search.
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The main CCITT technical recommendations
relevant to data network standardsare as follows:
♥X.3

= X*.20

♥ X.20 bis

♥ er

♥ X.21 bis

The packet assembly/dissembly (PAD)
facility in a public data network. This
defines how a non-packet mode termi-
nal communicateswith a packetswitch.
The general-purposeinterface between
start-stop terminals and a data network.
The V.21-compatible interface between
start-stop terminals and a data network.
(V.21 is the CCITT recommendation for
200-baud modemsused on the PSTN.)
The general-purposeinterface between
synchronousterminals and a data net-
work.
The interface between synchronous
terminals designed to operate with V-

The Butler Cox Foundation
© Reproduction by any methodis strictly prohibited

♥X.25

♥ X.28

Seco

APPENDIX

series synchronous modemsand a data
network. CCITT recommendations for
synchronous modems include V.27
(4,800 bit/s), V.29 (9,600 bit/s), V.35 (48k
bit/s).
The interface between a packet-mode
terminal and a packet-switched data
network. X.25 incorporates the lowest
three layers of the OSI reference model
♥ physical, data link and network
control.
The interface between a start-stop
terminal and the PADfacility in a data
network.
The procedures for communication
between a packet-modeterminal and a
PADacross a packet-switched network.
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